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Abstract

E-business systems provide the infrastructure whereby parties interact electronically via

business transactions. At peak loads, these systems are susceptible to large volumes of

transactions and concurrent users and yet they are expected to maintain adequate per-

formance levels. Over provisioning is an expensive solution. A good alternative is the

adaptation of the system, managing and controlling its resources.

We address these concerns by presenting a model that allows fast evaluation of per-

formance metrics in terms of measurable or controllable parameters. The model can be

used in order to (a) predict the performance of a system under given or assumed load-

ing conditions and (b) to choose the optimal configuration set-up for certain controllable

parameters with respect to specified performance measures.

Firstly, we analyze the characteristics of E-business systems. This analysis leads to

the analytical model, which is sufficiently general to capture the behaviour of a large

class of commonly encountered architectures. \Ve propose an approximate solution which

is numerically efficient and fast. By mean of simulation, we prove that its accuracy is

acceptable over a wide range of system configurations and different load levels.

We further evaluate the approximate solution by comparing it to a real-life E-business

system. A J2EE application of non-trivial size and complexity is deployed on a 2-tier

system composed of the JBoss application server and a database server. \Ve implement

an infrastructure fully integrated on the application server, capable of monitoring the

E-business system and controlling its configuration parameters.

Finally, we use this infrastructure to quantify both the static parameters of the model

and the observed performance. The latter are then compared with the metrics predicted

by the model, showing that the approximate solution is almost exact in predicting perfor-

mance and that it assesses the optimal system configuration very accurately.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The pervasiveness of the Internet offers a convenient platform for E-business activities, such

as on-line banking, auctioning and retailing. In this scenario, an E-business system offers

services to its customer who demands - and pays - for both the service and a certain

quality of the provided service. Hence, an important aspect of the service relationship is

the set of Quality of Service (QoS) guarantees that the provider must meet in order to

satisfy customers.

Meeting QoS guarantees is a challenging task, mainly due to the unpredictability of the

E-business system and variations of the average load. One solution to this problem would

be to size the system for the peak load, but this could be too expensive [41]. A good

alternative is to allow the adaptation of the system, managing and controlling system

resources according to the change of conditions. After all, as Charles Darwin said, "It

is not the strongest of the species that survives, nor the most intelligent, but rather the

one most responsive to change". The adaptation of a system makes it more suitable for

existence under the conditions of its environment.

A first step toward system adaptation is to provide an analytical model that allows

evaluation of performance metrics in terms of measurable or controllable parameters. This

is exactly what we present in this thesis. Through analysis of the model, we obtain a usable

and efficient approximate solution, the accuracy of which is evaluated by comparing the

model estimates with those obtained from simulations. Furthermore, we calibrate the

model and assess the correspondence of the model estimates with those observed on a

real system. We use our implementation of a QoS Control System to quantify both the

static parameters of the model and the observed performance, and to aid the tuning of the

configuration set-up during the testing phase. \Ve examine the effect of several controllable

parameters on the performance, showing that the approximate solution is almost exact

in predicting the performance of the E-business system and that it assesses the optimum

system configuration very accurately.
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In the remainder of this chapter we describe the background issues that motivated our

work. Then we articulate the thesis statement and indicate the contributions introduced

by this thesis. Finally, we outline the content of each chapter.

1.1 Background and Motivation

This thesis deals with the issue of estimating and controlling QoS of E-business systems.

The thesis stems from the work done in the EU-funded TAPAS project [45]. Some of

the objectives of this project were: (a) to elaborate notations for expressing Service Level

Agreements (SLAs) to enable specification of QoS and (b) to develop QoS-enabled mid-

dleware services capable of meeting SLAs of hosting applications. Middleware services are

those services implemented to support development and delivery of complex distributed

applications.

QoS requirements are stipulated within SLAs established between the service provider

and its customers. The SLA is a legally binding contract, which defines both the services

to be provided and the metrics that determine the successful delivery of these services [44].

QoS metrics can be analyzed from different viewpoints. For instance, a user's percep-

tion of good performance has to do with fast response time and no connection refused; on

the other hand, the management's perception of performance also includes high through-

put. Metrics that are commonly considered to be important for an E-business system

[41] are: average response time (the time taken to process an accepted request), through-

put (the average number of requests processed per second) and rejection probability (the

long-term fraction of requests that are rejected because the load is too heavy).

An E-business system provides some services to its customers, using middleware tech-

nologies to deploy, host and manage applications for enabling marketing, ordering and

payment transactions. Such a system can be susceptible to large volumes of transactions

and concurrent users and yet it is expected to maintain adequate performance levels. The

economic impacts of bad performance in E-business are not to be overlooked. Poor QoS,

such as a high response time during peak hours, translates into frustrated customers and

leads to lost business opportunities.

Regarding middleware architectures, the software industry currently focuses on com-

ponent based technologies, such as J2EE. These technologies provide an integrated envi-

ronment for the application execution, offering ready to use E-business services such as

transactions, persistence and security. While on the one hand these technologies simplify

the development of E-business applications, on the other hand they introduce high levels

of complexity in estimating the performance. The multilayered structure of the architec-
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ture, the background services and the tied coupling of application components with the

component infrastructure are all factors that complicate performance analysis.

Finally, E-business systems are provided with several tunable parameters that also

influence performance. The system administrator manually tunes these parameters to op-

timize the performance, in many cases using a mixture of trial-and-error and best practice

approaches. However, there are cases[49J in which the best configuration of the server is

found to be in conflict with the best practice suggestion.

Hence, the main questions arising are:

• Is it possible to build a model that accurately predicts the performance and, at the

same time, remains applicable to a wide variety of of E-busilless systems?

• There is a wide set of variables that influence the performance of the platform itself.

Will it be possible to clearly understand which of these adjust and how, for the

purpose of achieving the established QoS?

A solution to these problems may have important practical implications, since it would

offer a good basis for managing and configuring the E-business system at any time.

1.2 .Thesis Statement and Objectives

We believe it is important to provide a performance model which describes the way system

resources are used in processing client requests.

The model has to capture the main factors determining the behaviour of an E-business

system in order to estimate and optimize performance, even in the presence of load varia-

tions. Using this model, a set of equations can be defined, which returns the QoS metrics

of interest in terms of measurable or controllable parameters. This will in turn give sup-

port to system administrators for dynamically selecting an appropriate parameter setup

that would match the application level load and, at the same time, attain the desired QoS

level.

The objectives of this thesis include:

• To assess the size and capacity of hardware and software resources needed for pro-

viding E-business services, establishing operating baselines and trends.

• To predict system performance, determining average and maximum QoS metrics for

a given workload and a given platform.

• To identify potential bottlenecks and tune the configuration in order to support the

achievement of the best performance of the overall system at any time, without
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leaving resources under-utilized.

1.3 Contributions

This thesis introduces the following set of contributions:

1. A model that allows a accurate evaluation of QoS metrics in terms of measurable or

controllable parameters and support for system management. The model captures

the behaviour of a large class of E-business systems, since it is not tied to a specific

technology or application. Besides, it is sufficiently detailed to take into account the

essential system features.

2. An efficient approximate solution that is accurate in representing system operations

but also simple enough to be numerically tractable. The price paid for the generality

of the model is that it cannot be solved exactly, thus we provide the approximate

solution, whose accuracy is evaluated by comparisons with simulations.

3. The evaluation of the approximate solution against a real-life E-business system,

constituted by a J2EE application (the ECperJ benchmarking application), the JBoss

application server and a database server. Firstly the model is calibrated, then its

predictions are compared with the performance observed on the real system. The

results demonstrate that our model effectively conforms to reality.

4. A working solution for a QoS Control System, fully integrated in the popular JBoss

application server platform. The system can be used to monitor the application

server, to tune the configuration setup and to accomplish the testing phase for the

model calibration process.

The novelty of the work resides in its inclusion of (a) a model that contains a new

set of features compared with those taken into account by other studies, (b) an efficient

analytical solution validated by means of both simulation and calibration, which estimates

the effect of several controllable parameters on the performance of a real system and (c)

an infrastructure that enhances with QoS control functionalities a popular open-source

application server.

1.4 Thesis Outline

The thesis is structured as follows:
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Chapter 2 identifies the wider body of literature to which this thesis contributes, ex-

ploring the relevant research made in the area of performance control for E-business

systems.

Chapter 3 analyses the activities within an E-business system by representing these in

an abstract yet realistic manner, and also by postulating a set of rules which govern

the interactions between them. The analysis leads to a model that captures the

behaviour of a large class of E-business applications and technologies.

Chapter 4 presents the analytical model and its approximate solution. This solution pro-

vides a trade-off between the accuracy in representing E-business system operations

and computational tractability.

Chapter 5 evaluates the accuracy of the approximate solution by means of a series of

numerical and simulation experiments. The graphs presented here compare the

behaviour of the simulated system with the approximate solution over a range of

system configurations.

Chapter 6 describes the implementation details of our QoS Control System which mon-

itors and modifies the configuration parameters of an application server. It is ex-

plained how JBoss extensibility characteristics are exploited to integrate the QoS

Control System in the application server platform.

Chapter 7 illustrates the calibration process, during which several sets of experiments

are carried out with the use of the QoS Control System. The experiments validate

the approximate solution against a real system, showing a close match between

estimations and observations.

Chapter 8 concludes the thesis summarizing the achievements. In addition the chapter

provides an overview of future works and possible extensions.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter we illustrate how the scientific community has tackled the problems of

bounding QoS metrics and controlling the performance of E-business systems under dif-

ferent conditions.

\Ve review related work in this area, beginning with presenting a taxonomy of the main

approaches as illustrated in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Taxonomy of the Approaches

These approaches may be succinctly described as follows. \Ve first describe the Admis-

sion Control and Service Differentiation techniques. The former simply prevents systems

from being overloaded discarding part of the requests; the latter classifies customers and

deliver the best service to one customer class at the expenses of the ot hers. Then we

focus our attention on the Performance Prediction approach, which relies on analysis of

the E-business platform behaviour. The objective is to predict performance and adapt or

reconfigure the system toward a desired QoS. The analysis can be Empirical, i.e. based

exclusively on test experiences, or Analytical, Le. based on models which evaluation could
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be supported by tests. Specifically, the two main methods used for modelling are Control

Theory and Queuing Theory.

In our work we apply the Queuing Theory within the Analytical Approach, the last

section of this chapter justifies the choice and indicates our contributions.

2.2 Admission Control

Admission Control is employed to prevent systems from being overloaded. As systems ap-

proach saturation, response time grows very large and throughput degrades substantially.

To avoid this, a fraction of requests is explicitly discarded, rather than forcing all clients to

experience unacceptable response times. Typically the choice of which request to discard

is arbitrarily made.

Some of the works done in this area implement a "proxy-server", which transparently

intercepts the client requests to be rejected, like the Gatekeeper proxy in [12] and Yaksha

in [24].

The approach used by Elnikety et al.[12] requires a setup phase so as to determine the

capacity of the system, which is then fed back into the admission control mechanism. Using

a set of off-line tests, the authors determine the capacity of the system and measure the

load generated by different request types, maintaining estimates of their expected service

times. At runtime, a request is admitted to the system as long as it does not exceed the

system capacity, otherwise the request is inserted in an admission queue, waiting until the

system is not overloaded.

Kamra et al.[24] have a similar approach, the main difference lies in the use of a self-

tuning proportional integral controller, whose design is based on the model abstraction of

the E-business system. The controller automatically adapts to variation in load, rejecting

the requests that exceed the load, therefore there is no need of an off-line measurements

phase. Both approaches don't require any modification of the platform, but are completely

transparent to the E-business system and the running application.

Welsh and Culler[64] apply a range of techniques in the SEDA Web Server to make

maximal effort to avoid rejection. The SEDA framework decomposes system services into

multiple stages, where each stage is a component performing part of the request process

divided in events. At each stage a monitor measures the response time and a controller

decides to admit a given event to that particular service. If the event is not admitted,

alternative actions can be executed, hence the user's request is not systematically rejected,

but, for instance, part of it is redirected to another node. The fine-grained admission

control mechanism enables to monitor single resources and to reject only those events
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leading to bottlenecks.

In [8]Cherkasova et al. the granularity of rejection is not the request, but whole "ses-

sions" (sequences of individual requests made by the same client and needed to complete a

transaction). The authors observe that overloaded web server discriminates against longer

sessions, while this approach guarantees a fair probability of completion for any accepted

session, independent of its length. The predictive admission control strategy accepts a new

client session only if the server has the capacity to successfully complete all the related

requests. Instead, if the server is close to being overloaded, the entire session is rejected..

Estimation of the server capacity and evaluation of the load generated by the sessions is

computed using a basic queuing network simulation model.

2.3 Service Differentiation

Service Differentiation can be considered as a special case of Admission Control, discrim-

inating one set of customers against others. The objective here is to distinguish between

different classes of customers, such as premium, business and economy classes, so that

the high priority class receives a preferred service. In this way limited resources can be

effectively used, even under overload conditions.

This approach is applied by Bhatti et al.[5]' who implement the server architecture

WebQoS. Incoming requests are classified and reordered based on scheduling policies, then

submitted to the server for normal processing. For instance, requests from premium users

are denoted high priority and given preferential processing treatment, hence are executed

as high priority processes by the host operating system. Different service-level policies can

then be applied to each category. For example, if the server is experiencing heavy traffic,

low priority requests can be redirected to an alternative server or receive rejection notices.

Kang et al.[25] present a real-time database QoS management framework for E-business

applications. The framework provides performance guarantees in terms of differentiated

deadline miss ratio and data freshness. User requests are classified into classes according

to their importance, each class receives different guarantees on its miss ratio to support

real-time data services. When overload surges, the system performance is improved by

providing preferred services to the high priority classes.

Another example is the work by Lu et al.[37], who achieve differentiated delay guaran-

tees by dynamic connection scheduling. Significant connection delay arises when all server

processes are tied up with existing connections, in which case new connection requests

wait in the TCP listen queue to be accepted by a server process. A connection scheduler

component allocates server processes to waiting connections according to priority of the
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class. Based on a theoretical model, the scheduler controls that "process budgets" of all

classes are not overwhelmed.

A similar approach is taken by Abdelzaher et al.[I]. They also define a theoretical

model of web server to estimate per-class response time and throughput guarantees in the

presence of load unpredictability. The Service Differentiation technique here is associated

with Content Adaptation, so that the quality of the delivered content is adapted to the

load conditions, for instance, in case of overload, the quality of a retrieved file is degraded

omitting the multimedia content.

2.4 Performance Prediction

Performance prediction is the process of estimating performance measures of a computer

system for a given set of parameters. The computer platform running the E-business

system is analyzed in order to predict its behaviour at different load conditions or at the

variation of the system parameters.

The system parameters are characteristics of the computer platform or intrinsic features

of a resource. Determining the relevant parameters and setting them appropriately can

have a significant effect on the performance. The parameter setting can be tuned up (a) at

run-time (dynamically), e.g. the configuration of mult.iple thread pools, queues, timeouts;

or (b) at server down-time (statically), e.g. by increasing the CPU speed rating, switching

Java Virtual Machine (JVl\I) or modifying cache options. The system configuration can

be adjusted to optimally adapt at the variation of the conditions.

So far two approaches have been followed to predict and optimize E-business system

performance: the Empirical Approach and the Analytical Approach. The former approach

examines the system behaviour by means of a series of tests. The latter uses tests to

support or validate the correctness of an analytical model, which describes the system

based on a set of analytical equations. With these equations performance metrics are

obtained from model parameters, the analytical foundation is provided by mathematical

techniques such as: Control Theory or Queuing Theory.

The following subsections illustrate the works that apply these approaches.

2.4.1 Empirical Approach

In the Empirical Approach, analysis are led by a series of tests to examine the behaviour

of the system, identify the main bottlenecks and fine-tune the system. Tests are run with

the support of specific applications purpose-built to simulate real applications, or using

benchmarking applications, Le. commercial tools that can emulate thousands of virtual
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clients operating as real users interacting with the system.

In general, to estimate E-business system performance is not straightforward. This

is because the tight coupling of application components and component infrastructure

introduces a high level of complexity in predicting the effects of various architectural trade-

offs. The works mentioned here point out that the same technology performs differently

from one instance to another if applied to (a) different vendors [6], (b) different classes of

E-business applications [49], (c) same application but implemented using different methods

[7], or (d) different configuration set-up [53, 51J.

The technical report [6J presents a detailed analysis, evaluation and comparison of six

leading application server technologies using a benchmark application. The report reveals

that current component oriented architectures used for application servers are not equal.

There are in fact significant differences in functionality, performance and scalability across

all the products evaluated. Some of the differences become even more pronounced as the

same application is scaled to run on more application server nodes within a cluster.

The works [49J and [65J address the problem of finding optimal system configurations

for given applications. In [49] the authors use a simple methodology to explore the config-

uration space for two different classes of application, a manufacturing and a trade applica-

tion, revealing different characteristics and requirements between them. For instance, the

manufacturer application requires more database connections to perform better, whereas

the trade application can do with fewer connections; also, the latter respond well if fewer

application server threads are concurrently serving client requests and hence competing

for resources.

This methodology is extended in [65]. The problem this time is formulated as a black

box optimization problem. This is also known as "global optimization problem", where

the goal is to obtain the global optimal solution, which, in the specific case, is the best

configuration setting. What the authors are exploring here is an efficient search algorithm

that obtains a good configuration setup with a minimum numbers of experiments. The one

they propose is the Smart Hill Climbing algorithm, shown to be efficient in both searching

and random sampling among several configurations.

Both these works highlight significant correlations among the parameters to tune and,

at the same time, present best effort algorithms that can be used to increase the efficiency

in selecting the configuration parameters.

Checchet et al.[7J investigate the behaviour of the middleware platform running a spe-

cific class of application, the RUBiS auction application [50], with five different J2EE

implementation methods (a detailed description of the J2EE technology will be defined

in Chapter 6). For the implementation using stateless Session Beans, communication cost
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forms the major component of the execution time on the EJB server and the design of

the container has little effect on performance. With Entity Beans implementations the

design of the container becomes important, in particular, the cost of reflection affects

performance. For implementations using Session Facade Beans, local communication cost

is critically important. The last implementation uses EJB with Local Interfaces, which

improve the performance by avoiding the communication layers for local communications.

They notice that, among those implementation methods, the method with Servlets run-

ning SQL generally scales better than the one using Session Beans with SQL, which in turn

scales far better than the implementation with Entity Beans and Container Management

Persistence (CMP).

On the contrary, the authors of [51] state that the conclusions of [7] are misleading

due to some omitted configuration issues. They show that all implementation methods

can perform equally well, provided that the configuration parameters are tuned properly.

Moreover, the performance is dramatically influenced by the tuning of some configuration

parameters, except that it is rather complex to predict the effects of composing the various

tweaks and optimizations.

We have also provided our contribution to this debate, in order to offer some guidelines

for developers. In [53]we consider the RUBiS application with five different client-side and

execution environments. The resulting study identifies the strengths and the weaknesses

of each implementation method under several scenarios. The scenarios we explore range

from various database access methods to different cache configuration, from variable client

workload to mutable think time. Indeed we observe that certain methods are more suited

than others in given scenarios. For instance, the EJB with Local Interfaces implementation

achieve the highest throughput in most of the cases. However, its performance is beaten

by Stateless Session Beans and Entity Beans with Session Facade in the scenario with

variable client think time. CMP Entity Beans seem to have the highest response time

and it is the least recommended method in most cases. Java Servlets achieve their best

performance in experiment focused on caching, but show a low throughput when it comes

to database accesses and updates.

In [31] Kounev et al. study how the performance of JBoss application server can

be improved by exploiting different configuration options offered by the JBoss platform.

Firstly, they compare the three alternative web containers, but this revealed no significant

performance differences. Significant performance gains are brought instead when Local

Interfaces is used to access business logic components from the presentation tier. Also

different caching configuration set-up introduce performance improvement. It is worth

noting that those configuration options are specific to JBoss only. Finally, the authors
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demonstrated that switching to a different JVl\f may improve JBoss performance by up

to 60%, unfortunately they do not disclose the details of the JVl\Is employed.

The performance data, gathered at runtime or during the experiments, is also used to

extrapolate statistics which describe the system behaviour. This case is illustrated in [23],

where the authors use machine learning techniques to determine if the system meets the

required performance and to locate system bottlenecks. However, the empirical process

employed is rather complex. At detection process, several tests are required in order to

determine when exactly the system does not meet the SLA. The results of this process

are used in the subsequent analysis for bottleneck detection. This is composed of three

steps and only the last one employs machine learning to form the decision tree. This

eventually reveals the potential bottleneck. During these stages there are approximately

200 metrics collected by the sensors, thus the metrics need a further analysis in order

to reduce the amount of extraneous non-correlated metrics. Another example of this

approach is described in [2]. In this case samples of load, throughput and response times

are collected at runtime and analyzed in order to determine the relationship between

variables representing the state of the system and the performance metrics. This process

leads to a performance model, named "Historical Performance l\lodel", which can be used

to predict the behaviour of an E-business system on heterogeneous servers. This approach

is then compared to one of the methods of the analytical approach, as it will be discussed

in the following sections.

2.4.2 Control Theory

This Analytical Approach employs differential equations as fundamental modelling tool for

the design of a control system, where, generally speaking, the objective is to make some

output behave in a desired way by manipulating some input [11]. A control system is

composed by a controlled system in combination with a control loop; interactions between

them consist of observations and manipulations performed by the control loop on the

controlled system. The control loop compares samples of performance achieved by the

system against a specification of the expected performance and decides some actions to be

taken in order to adhere to the expected behaviour. The main components of the control

loop are: (a) the sensor, which collects samples from the controlled variables, (b) the

controller, which measures the difference between the actual and the expected value of the

variables and decides the control strategy to apply, and (c) the actuator, which carries out

the control strategy, accordingly changing some variables.

Parek and al. [48], describe a methodology to design control systems for applying linear

control techniques to software systems, a more difficult domain compared to mechanical
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systems. The sensor measures the length of client waiting queue in a Lotus Notes e-

mail server, the controller takes as input the control error, Le. the difference between

the reference value and the measured value of queue length, to decide whether to adapt.

Depending on the current and past values of the error, the ServerMaxUser parameter is

adjusted, and the new value is computed with a complex integral equation.

The one described is an example of the common approach used in applying Control

Theory to computing systems: it is centered on the Single-Input Single-Output (SISO)

technique, in which a single control and a single variable are regulated. Another example is

[1], described in Section 2.3, where the only controlled variable is the server utilization. In

this case, the sensor monitors current server resource utilization, really using an estimation

in order to smooth real measurements, which are very noisy in practice. The controller

calculates server load, based on a liquid flow model, and determines a subset of clients

that can be admitted without overloading the server. The actuator translates controller

output into physical actions, applying Admission Control or Service Differentiation.

In some cases, where the system is Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (ME\IO), the Con-

trol System is decomposed into multiple simpler and independent SISO control loops, like

in [37], where controlled variables are the server threads response times of all classes. The

controller computes process proportions for each class and instructs the adaptive connec-

tion scheduler to associate server processes with connections of different classes.

In many cases complex systems cannot be decomposed because of tight interactions

between the controls. Diao et al.[IO] deal with this problem and show an example in

which a more general MIl\IO technique is used to enforce policies in the presence of such

interactions. In order to meet CPU and memory utilization targets, the controller tunes

two of the Apache server parameters, MaxClient and KeepAliveTimeout, the number of

server processes and the per-connection idle timeout respectively.

It is worth pointing out that, while Control Theory is widely used to control a vast

variety of physical systems, it is arduous to apply to standard software systems, due

to the complexity on deriving linear model of the system behaviour. Linear models or

approximations can not accurately describe systems liable to high variations of workload

and resource requirements, and detailed information are impossible to keep, since at every

software release the system may change completely. Besides, controller actions easily

induce oscillations in system response, and thus increase variability.

2.4.3 Queuing Theory

The well-known Analytical Approach of Queuing Theory has been applied, among others,

to performance modeling of web architectures. The system is represented by a Queuing
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Network, a collection of service stations where jobs, such as client requests, are serviced.

Service stations represent system resources and are formed by one or more servers that

process requests. To define the model of a Queuing Network, some assumptions are needed,

such as the nature of the arrival stream, time taken to process the request, routing of

requests among service stations and scheduling strategies. The outcome is a model that

can be solved analytically or numerically to obtain the different performance metrics[42].

The following studies differ from each other by the system features they choose to model

and the simplifying assumptions they introduce in order to make the model tractable.

Kounev et al. [29] demonstrate that models built by Queuing Theory are powerful as a

performance prediction tool for E-business systems, in particular they show how can be ex-

ploited for performance analysis. The application considered is the SPECjAppServer2001

[52] (successor of ECperf [59]), commonly used for measuring the performance and scala-

bility of J2EE application servers. The model is a closed queing network model, i.e. for

each instance of the model the number of concurrent clients sending requests to the system

is fixed, with five classes of requests, one for each type of transaction generated by the

application. The authors use the model in order to compute the number of application

server nodes needed in the cluster to guarantee adequate performance and to identify

the component representing a potential bottleneck (identified as the one with the highest

utilization value).

In [61] a n-tier system is modelled by a closed queue of networks, where every tier is

represented by a single state dependent server. A request can make multiple visits to each

tier during its overall execution, each visit is a transition from a tier to its neighbour tier.

This model also captures cache effects, since a cache hit causes the request to immediately

return to the previous tier, with transition probability 1. Thus the impact of cache hits

and misses can be incorporated by appropriately determining the transition probabilities

and the service time. The model includes active sessions, modeling these with an infinite

server queuing system, in which each server is occupied by an active session. These servers

feed the network of queues and form the closed queuing system. A mean value analysis

algorithm of the model computes the average response time of a request, given parameters

such as average service time at the tiers, visit ratio, number of concurrent session and think

time of a session. This model is general enough to capture the behaviour of E-business

systems with an arbitrary number of tiers, however, it can not capture the impact of

increased context switching overhead or contention for memory or locks, since these fine-

grain features of the system are not modelled.

A similar model is used by Menasce et al.[38], where a closed queuing network model

is used to define a three-tier E-business system. The set of equations to estimate the
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performance metrics is defined by formulating the queuing network model that describes a

single tier, considering contention for both physical (CPU or disks) and software resources

(threads or database locks) and queues that arise at each resource, as it further explained

in [41]. Since the three tiers are described in the same manner, the overall queuing network

model is made of a composition of three single tiers, along with the functional dependencies

between the tiers. The model is used to study the system performance and to select

the best combination of configuration parameters so that the desired performance level

can be achieved, even in the presence of workload variations. A controller component

is implemented, which monitors the E-business system and decides how to modify the

configuration, represented by a vector of configuration parameters that can be dynamically

changed in a range of values. Search on the space of configuration parameters is done with a

greedy algorithm, the Hill Climbing. The controller computes the performance metrics for

each configuration and eventually selects the configuration with the optimal performance.

Liu et al.[36] model an application server with finite thread pool capacity as a closed

queuing network model. The model characterizes operations of service components and

frequency of each operation, from which to determine the equation of the performance

profile parameters. To calibrate the model, a generic application is deployed on the target

platform and the parameter values are measured, describing the platform performance

profile. Hence the parameters are substituted into the analytical model to calculate the

required quantitative prediction of performance of that system. The extension of the

single server model to a model for a two-node server cluster is described by two identical

server machines, where the workload is balanced between them and they access a shared

database server. The same model is used in [35] to determine the optimal concurrency

level of an EJB application server. The server container processes the incoming request

and dispatches it to the thread queue. The threads serving the queue initialize the bean

instances for the requests and pass them through the container invocation chain, which

synchronizes access to the database with the beans. Based on empirical results, they

observed that there is an optimal concurrency level of the system, determined by the size

of both the server thread pool and database connection pool, and it is a balance between

the concurrency and the contention overhead. Another factor influencing contention level

are the number of active database connections and the ratio of read-only and read-write

transactions.

The difference between the models in [36] and in [38] is that, while the latter is more

generalized, the former focuses on the software infrastructure of an application, thus a

specific implementation method of an application must be considered to derive the equation

parameters. The advantage of the approach in [36] consists on the fine granularity in
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modeling the request life, considering service time variables such as find, write, read,

update. On the other hand, it requires a very detailed knowledge of the application to

deploy, in terms of type of implemented transactions and number of Session, Entity or

Message Beans. Moreover, [38J proposes a solution for a control problem, monitoring the

input in order to control output variables, even in the case of environment variations. On

the contrary, [36] presents an accurate model of the system, but omits further investigation

on how to design a controller that adapts the system behaviour to the fluctuation of the

workload.

Another formalism that can be used in the Analytical Approach is the Layered Queuing

Network (LQN). This is a specialization of the conventional Queuing Networks, adapted

to the description of traditional software architectures, such as client-server systems. The

approximate solution of the model can be generated automatically using a LQN solver.

An example of a LQN model is defined in [34] for predicting the performance of an EJB-

based application framework. The EJBs of the application are modelled by three layers of

"tasks". A task represents a server process and has one or more entries corresponding to

the major method calls exposed to the clients. The EJB tasks have entries corresponding

to the business methods in the first level, to the database management system in the

second level, and to a disk subsystem in the third level. This structure is then used to

describe the behaviour of the system when clients invokes the different methods on the

EJBs. As for [36], this approach also requires a very detailed knowledge of the deployed

application.

In [3] Bacigalupo et al. employ LQN to predict the response time of an E-business

system based on the Websphere platform. A single FIFO waiting queue represents each

application server, the database queue has a FIFO queue per application server, and both

types of server can concurrently process multiple requests. Requests are sent by clients

organized in service classes, each class represents a different method called by the client on

a definite application. A workload manager routes the incoming requests to the application

servers. The model is defined with application server, database server and database server

disk layers, where each layer contains a queue and a processor. Model parameters, such

as service class processing time and maximum concurrency at each server, are found by

calibrating the model offline. The specific application used is the Trade benchmarking

application[15]. Moreover, the predictive accuracy of the LQN model is compared to the

historical model described in [2], showing that the two methods can be equally used to

make predictions for E-business systems with a good level of accuracy.

Overall, Queuing Theory seems to be a powerful method to model system performance,

the only drawback is that the model must meet certain conditions, which, if not well
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stated, can make the model deviate significantly from the real system, or can prevent it

from capturing fine-grain features of the system.

Only a few works consider queuing networks not suitable for representing passive re-

sources, like [30], which introduce an additional modeling formalism that integrates queu-

ing networks with Petri Nets (QNP). The authors conduct a brief capacity planning study,

characterizing the workload of the SPECjAppServer2001[52] application and analyzing a

single case study, the "order entry" operation, composed of four different transaction types.

Yet it is significant that the presented model, rather than describing the application or ,

the platform on the whole, describes a specific operation, therefore it can not be used for

a general approach. However, the same authors recognize the inherent limitations of QNP

modelling, due to state space explosion problem, since are applicable only to systems of

small size and complexity, whereas with Queuing Theory even complex models can be

easily solved, since a large number of efficient methods is available for their solutions.

2.5 Summary and Contributions

The important problem of controlling and managing the performance of E-business systems

has been addressed by a vast literature. Many approaches have been adopted and in this

chapter we have provided a taxonomy that includes examples of the most popular.

In particular, in our thesis we choose to predict the performance of a system in relation

to its structure and the external workload, rather than applying a policy that reduces the

workload. l\Ioreover, we decide to adapt the system at the variation of some condition,

conveniently tuning the setting of some system parameters. This is similar to what [49, 65]

have done. However, we differ from those works since we do not apply the Empirical

Approach, which, in our opinion, is not entirely effective. This approach does not attempt

to analyzes the system internal structure and it is limited by the fact that only situations

similar to those encountered during the experiments can be effectively managed. Instead

the approach is enriched when coupled with the Analytical Approach.

Therefore we address the Queuing Network method within the Analytical Approach,

once the model is defined, then it is validated by experiments. Specifically, we consider

Queuing Network since it is powerful in modelling system performance. It easily solves

even complex models, having the use of a large number of efficient methods for their

solutions.

The contribution of our work resides in a queuing network model which incorporates a

new set of features compared with those taken into account by other studies. This features

will be explained in details in Chapter 4, there were the analytical model is presented.
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Compared to [61, 38], our model presents a finer granularity in describing the system

internal structure and interactions, which is important for accurately describing the re-

ality. At the same time, the model is sufficiently general to capture the behaviour of a

large class of E-business applications and technologies, while [36, 3, 30] describe a spe-

cific implementation method or a definite application. Abstracting from implementation

details is advantageous, since the technology progress quite fast and these details rapidly

become obsolete. For instance, in the latest Java Bean technology, EJB 3.0, one of the two

persistence mechanisms (the Bl\IP) does not exist anymore, therefore the works studying

in details this mechanisms could be of little use when the new technology will completely

substitute the old one.

The analytical solution derived from the model is validated by comparison with both

simulations and with a real world E-business system. In either cases we examine the

effect of several controllable parameters on the performance, showing that the approximate

solution is almost exact in predicting the performance of the E-business system and that

assesses the optimum system configuration very accurately.

Finally, we propose a working solution for a QoS Control System that enhances with

QoS control functionalities a popular open-source application server, JBoss. This system

can be used to monitor the application server, to tune the configuration setup and to ac-

complish the testing phase for the model calibration process. To the best of our knowledge

this is the only implementation of QoS Control System for the .IBoss application server

that can be used to estimate the performance and to predict the optimal configuration

setup.
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Chapter 3

Analysis of the System Model

3.1 Introduction

This chapter analyses the activities within an E-business system by representing them in

an abstract yet realistic manner. The behaviour of a large class of E-business systems is

examined and a set of rules governing the interaction within components is derived.

The objective is to be able to derive an analytical model that is accurate in representing

system operations and also analytically tradable. The model will allow evaluation of

Quality of Service (QoS) metrics in terms of measurable and controllable parameters.

The analytical model can then be used for controlling the QoS offered by systems

of commonly encountered architectures. This will lead to the system administrators to

dynamically selecting appropriate configuration parameters that would match the user's

SLAs.

The chapter is organized as follows. Firstly we define the structure of a generic E-

business system, generally organized in "tiers" with different uses, in which each tier can

be maintained by one or more server nodes. The operations and the interactions between

the tiers are illustrated by means of a common example of an E-business application. The

typical request pattern captures the functionalities of each tier and denotes the focus of

our model, which is centered on the application server tier. This tier is designed to be

flexible and it is provided with "knobs" used to vary the configuration parameters, but to

choose the correct settings is not straightforward. \Ve conclude the chapter by illustrating

the characteristics of some of those parameters which can be controlled in order to control

the system performance.
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3.2 E-business System Architecture

An E-business system is conventionally structured into logical components called tiers. A

tier comprises one or more servers capable of running a particular set of applications. As

shown in Figure 3.1, usually we can expect to have the following:

Presentation Tier. The first tier is the front end of the E-business system. The web

server runs at this tier, maintaining the presentation logic of the application, [or

instance in the form of static HTML pages or servlets. The web serv r receives the

client requests coming from the outside network and passes them on to be processed

at the lower tier.

Business Tier. The middle tier is responsible for business specific computations. The

application server within it maintains the enterprise objects and the associated busi-

ness logic. For this reason the business tier deals with more complex and dynamic

queries.

Data Tier. The last tier is represented by database servers which maintain the persis-

tence data. This tier is usually physically separated by the other two in order to

protect sensitive data by being accessed by unauthorized users. The users cannot di-

rectly connect to this tier, but must connect to the data through one of the front-end

tiers.

§J §J
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Presentation Business Data
Tier Tier Tier

Figure 3.1: Structure of an E-business System

Note that some authors, such as [28], additionally define a Client Tier containing all

potential clients accessing the system using the Internet. Very little computation is done

at this tier, other than a client either composing a request or "thinking" over a response

received and possibly submitting a subsequent one after some think time, vVe however

focus here on those tiers that make up the system.
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3.2.1 Tier Implementation Alternatives

For reasons of scalability, responsiveness and availability, a tier within an E-business system

can be implemented by a cluster of server nodes. A cluster is a logical group of nodes

running Web applications simultaneously and appearing as a single server to the world [BD].
Load balancers are used to distribute the load between the cluster nodes by redirecting

the traffic to an appropriate cluster member.

Tier-Cluster mapping. E-business systems can differ in the way the tiers are mapped

to the clusters that implement them. In single-tier clustering, all three tiers are

implemented by servers of a single cluster. A load balancer, placed in front of

the Presentation Tier, distributes requests, hence the processing load, evenly to all

servers in the cluster. A multi-tier clustering extends the logical separation between

tiers into physical separation: every tier runs on a distinct cluster, with a load

balancer at each tier. If the tier functionality is replicable on-demand, the number

of servers within a cluster, and thus the provisioned tier capacity, can be varied

dynamically.

Database Replication. With regard to the Data Tier, traditionally database servers

have employed a shared-nothing architecture that does not support replication. How-

ever, some databases use the shared-everything approach, but the complexity of

its distributed architecture is shielded by providing a transparent view of a sin-

gle database image to external applications, even if it is composed of two or more

servers[B6].

Technologies. E-business systems are developed using the component-oriented technolo-

gies that promote the use of containers to host component instances, such as CORBA,

COr..I+f.NET, J2EE and the recent Java EE. Using these middleware technologies,

developers of E-business applications are free from explicitly handling issues such as

transactions, database interactions and concurrency, which are handled instead by

the Business Tier, the one providing the business logic. Selection of the architecture

or the technology for E-business system implementation largely depends upon usage

pattern and the type of the application.

3.3 Tier Operations and Interactions

A client on the Internet sends a request to the E-business system using, for example, a

browser and thus connecting to the system web pages.
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The request is always routed to the Presentation Tier, where a web server instance, or

a thread, serves the request and generates either a static or a dynamic content response.

In the latter case, the Business Tier is contacted to execute the program that contains

the necessary business logic. The interaction is in the form of a blocking call being made

to an application server thread, thus the web server thread awaits until the thread of the

subsequent tier returns a response.

The application server thread, on its behalf, may have all the data necessary for the

computation in the local cache. In that case it swiftly returns its response to the web

server. If this is not the case, the data are retrieved from the database issuing one or more

queries. Here again the application server thread is blocked while awaiting the database

thread to serve the request. As a call returns, the caller may do further processing; at the

end the Presentation Tier synthesizes the response that is returned to the client.

In the simplest case each request is processed exactly once by the tier and possibly it

is directly returned to the caller; otherwise it is forwarded to the tier below for further

processing. More complex processing at the tiers is also possible, in such scenarios, each

request can visit a tier multiple times.

These interactions between the tiers are illustrated in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Tier Interactions in the E-business System

3.3.1 Example: a J2EE Application

To capture the functionalities of the tiers, we focus on a commonly used middleware

architecture, the Java 2 Platform Enterprise Edition (J2EE)[55] and we consider the case

of a specific E-business application, an auction.

An auction application implements the functionalities of an auction system, such as

selling items, browsing and bidding. Selling and bid operations are usually restricted to

the registered users whose credit data have been stored on the system database.

In a typical request pattern for a bid operation, the client sends a HTTP request to

place a bid on a given item. A Java Server Page (JSP) or a servlet at the Presentation Tier
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processes the request; this triggers a series of invocations at the Enterprise Java Beans

(EJBs) [54] deployed in the Business Tier. EJBs are the components that implement the

application business logic. They are executed in the EJB containers, which provide a

set of ready-to-use services including security, object persistence and transactions, more

technical details will be presented in Chapter 6.

In order to display information on an item, the EJBs retrieve the data from the

database, if they are not already cached; before registering the newly placed bid, it may

also check the registration status of the bidder and her credit requirements. The EJB

contacts the database using the JDBC service[56] of the container, which provides a con-

nection pooling mechanism to facilitate connection reuse across requests. The number of

connections in the pool is limited, if all connections are busy the requests waits in a queue.

As soon as a connection becomes available, the data are retrieved from the database and

returned to the EJB, which elaborates the response.

There are operations that require more than one access to the database. For instance,

placing the winning bid entails checking the client's credit details, to finalize the purchase,

to close the auction notifying the other bidders. All these are SQL operations at the

database, to search, read or write data on the database tables. Some of the accesses,

such as the final purchase, can be performed using a transactional database access: the

database checks for conflicts as part of acquiring a write lock, and, if there are conflicts,

Le. read or write locks, then it will not get the lock.

In case lock conflicts occur on the database, the transaction being attempted is au-

tomatically rolled back and an exception will be throwing to the application. Another

possible implementation is to block the thread when a conflict is detected, until the cur-

rent locks are released, due to commit or roll back of the other transactions. The behaviour

after a transaction failure depends on the type of implementation: in the Container Man-

aged Persistence (Cl\IP) the transaction is controlled by the application server, which

immediately rolls backs the transaction; on the other hand, in the Bean Managed Persis-

tence (BMP) the bean controls the transaction, handling the returned exception, thus the

effect of a failure can be different than an error response, e.g. a retry.

There are two types of transactions possible. Local transactions are those that run

purely in the scope of the database and commit or rollback within a single database

interaction. Global transactions are those that are controlled within the application server

and may encompass other application servers and databases. A local transaction that is

used within a global transaction is automatically subordinate to the global transaction,

Le. it cannot commit or roll back independently.

The final computation of the EJB is transmitted to the calling JSP page that synthe-
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sizes the HTML response sent to the client and even contacts the other bidders to declare

the winner of the auction.

The given example points out the specifics of the three tiers:

• Specifics of the Presentation Tier: the only task of the Presentation Tier is to handle

HTTP requests, contact the business components and eventually generate HT1IL

pages. In [63], the authors stated that the amount of work performed by the web

servers is low enough that over-provisioning is a cheap solution to meet QoS require-

ments.

• Specifics of the Business Tier: this tier implements the business logic using the

container components that manage the creation and execution of the EJBs and

handle issues such as EJBs lifecycle, security, transactions, database interactions,

concurrency control, messaging, naming and management support. The application

server controls the behaviour of the EJBs, their concurrency and their caching, as

well as the interactions of the EJBs with the data sources. The application server is

connected to a back-end database that maintains persistent data. The data required

by the computation are fetched from the database, when not cached locally. If the

computation modifies the data, then the updates are implemented at the database

by means of a transaction. If there are more calls to the application server than the

available threads, the excess calls are queued.

• Specifics of the Data Tier: the database system maintains the persistent data and it

executes the SQL queries as it is required by the EJBs. The complexity of this tier

is usually hidden from the E-business application, infact the issues such as security,

database open connections and database transactions are services managed by the

container components.

It is worth noting that the type of workload for E-business traffic is basically different

from the general web traffic. The main differences lie in: (a) presence of high level of online

transaction processing activity, (b) large proportion of dynamic requests and (c) great

number of requests in secure mode. For these reasons higher response time is triggered at

the Business tier, caused by increased computation and communication times combined

with the time spent to access the database.

The application server reduces the burden on the database by not requiring the database

to directly manage session information and it allows more complicated session data than

is practical to pass with every web request. It provides communication with both back-

end database and front-ent web clients in addition to providing a framework to connect

application specific "business rule" that governs the interaction between the two[26].
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It is possible to improve the databases ability to meet its imposed QoS requirements.

Since there are methods to maximize profits in the Presentation and in the Data Tiers, an

E-business system profit depends on how well the application server resources are used to

serve requests. If not configured properly, a customer can suffer numerous service misses.

It is the responsibility of the E-business system to prevent or minimize the possibility of

violation of the agreement with its customers. Then it is significant to be able to predict

and improve the performance of the Business Tier [62].

Therefore, the model we present in Chapter 4 will be primarily application server-

centric, focusing on the operations at the business tier and interactions between the ap-

plication server and the database.

3.4 Controlling the System Configuration

Another factor that we shall consider in analyzing the performance of an application server

is the set of configuration parameters that influence the performance of application servers.

In general application servers are designed to be flexible, in fact are provided with "knobs"

or controllable parameters that can be adjusted in order vary the configuration setup and

optimize the performance. In this section we provide an overview of these parameters and

their influence on the performance.

Performance of application servers depends heavily on appropriate configuration, but

to choose the correct settings of parameters is a difficult and error-prone task. The system

administrator must configure the application server so that it can appropriately manage

the concurrency or the building up of queues in a running application. In his work, the

administrator has to consider the hardware and the software systems interacting with the

application, as well as the workload that determines the aspects of the application will

be used most heavily. For example, the configuration of the application server is different

depending on whether the back-end database is dedicated or shared, as well as on whether

the workload is made of few users with long and heavy sessions or many users with shorter

sessions[40].

Generally, the administrator of the server nodes manually tunes these parameters to

optimize the performance. There are best-practice guides[17] and ruled based profilers

(based on the best-practices) that suggest configuration settings based on usage data.

But best practice are heuristic and can not cover the entire space of applications, hard-

ware/software structures and workloads. There are cases (see [49]) in which the best

configuration of the server is found to be in conflict with the best practice suggestion. It

happens then that in many cases application servers are configured using a mixture of
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rules-of-thumb, intuition and trial-and-error approaches.

Furthermore, there are hundreds of parameters that can be modified and many of them

present complex interactions. Not all configuration parameters will be relevant for any

given application, but determining the relevant parameters and setting them appropriately

can have a significant effect on the performance of an application, and sometimes, even

determines whether the application executes at all.

3.4.1 Static Versus Dynamic Control

An important distinction among the overall setting of configuration parameters is that

the modifications can be performed in a static or dynamic manner. In the former case,

parameters are assigned only at server down-time; in the latter case the parameters can

be tuned at run-time.
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Figure 3.3: Varying the Configuration of an Application Server Node

In an application server node, the configuration can be modified at different levels,

as illustrated in Figure 3.3. For instance, starting from the physical level we have the

following:

1. At the hardware level more physical resources can be provided, increasing the phys-

ical memory or the speed of the processor.

2. The operating system is inherently designed to optimize the scheduling of threads,
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however there is some control over this behavior. The priority of process threads can

be modified to adjust for situations in which scheduling is unsatisfactory, although

this could introduce the risk of deadlocks.

3. At the process level, the JVT\! can be started with the Xmx <size> option, which

sets the maximum JVM heap size, which the maximum amount of memory allocated

to the JVM in which the application server executes. For instance, to increase the

memory for the JVM during our experiments, in the JBoss startup script we set the

Java environment variable to -server -Xms128m -Xmx512m. However, providing

more virtual memory at the JVM can improve performance, with the caveat that

paging can badly affect performance if more memory is allocated than the physical

memory.

4. At the server level, the group of services for the application server start-up can

be specified: (a) the minimum number of services required to start the server, (c)

the default services for J2EE, or (c) the configuration containing all the available

services, included clustering. As we will see in Chapter 6, in JBoss those services are

represented by MBeans components.

5. At the component level, examples include the configuration of multiple thread and

connection pools, queues, cache size and timeout and retry values. This is the only

control that can be dynamically performed, simply accessing the I\IBean components

at server run-time.

In our work we mainly focus on analyzing the effects of controlling the parameters at

point 5, those belonging to the component level. The reason for this is that our aim is to

give support to system administrators for dynamically selecting the appropriate parameter

setup that would attain the desired QoS level. This must be done without bringing down

the application server system, which generally is an unacceptable option.

3.4.2 Examples of Dynamically Controllable Parameters

Clients send their request to connect to the application server. If the server is busy, the

requests are inserted in a waiting queue, when the queue reaches the maximum capacity

the request is rejected. The maximum queue length for incoming client requests to connect

is the Backlog parameter.

The application server is a multithreaded program, whose threads concurrently process

client requests. The Thread Pool Size parameter sets the size of the pool where live server

threads are maintained, to reduce the overhead of creating a new thread.
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Database accesses are performed by means of live connection to the database. A

thread requiring a connection holds until the connection returns the data. The number

of Connections that can be concurrently handled is a controllable parameter regulated by

the Database Connection Pool Size parameter, which sets the size of the pool of database

connections.

If there are more application server threads than available connections, a request may

have to wait in a queue for a connection to become available. That queue is special, in

that each request has a timeout interval, if the timeout expires, the request is dropped

and the job is unsuccessfully terminated. Timeout is another controllable parameter.

The Thread Pool Size for instance is a critical parameter, because it dictates the

concurrency level at the application server. A small number of threads may work well for

providing good response time, but there is higher probability of rejecting client requests,

leaving the server under-utilized; on the other hand, a high number of concurrent threads

increases utilization but slows down response time.

Our experience in tuning this parameter during benchmarking tests [13] shows that, at

a fixed load, increasing the number of threads leads to an improvement of bot.h response

time and throughput; but this is true until only up to a certain load, after which the

application server saturates. The trade-off is that there is a point at which the overhead

associated with context-switching, Le. giving the CPU to each of the threads in turn,

becomes so costly that performance dramatically degrades. Therefore it is important to

find the best setting at a given workload, even applied to more than one parameter, which

may influence each other.

One could argue that it is sufficient to size the system so that it can provide the best

resource availability for serving the maximum number of requests under peak of loads.

For instance, it could be possible to set Thread Pool Size at the highest value, even if the

load is low. When the workload intensity increases, there will already be the maximum

available number of threads waiting for serving a high number of incoming requests.

It happens instead that a balanced configuration setting can avoid build up queues

of jobs waiting to be served. As shown in Figure 3.4, client requests can be awaiting

either at the application server door, waiting to be served by a server thread, or at the

database server door, waiting to write/read data in the database for its computations. If

the number of threads serving requests is too high, the queue at the database increases

and the database become congested. On the other hand a low number of threads can build

up queues at the application server door, leaving the database under-utilized.

Another important reason for applying configuration control is that a shared resource

is optimally accessed without setting the configuration parameter at its highest. For
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Figure 3.4: Queues at Different Tiers

example, we consider the case of a database shared among different application server

instances in a cluster. Each application server maintains its pool of database connections

and the size of the pool is the maximum number of connections to the database that can

be open concurrently. It is worth keeping the number of connections at a low level when

there is no high workload, so that the access on the connection table is faster for the overall

set of nodes in the cluster.

As result, it is worth tuning the configuration parameters of an application server in

order to support the achievement of the optimal system performance at any time, without

leaving resources under-utilized.

3.5 Summary

In this chapter we analyze the the activities within an E-business system. It is worth

noticing that the model captures the behaviour of a large class of E-business systems,

since it is not tied to a specific technology. Although the typical request pattern of a

J2EE application is used to exemplify the interactions, the activities are represented in a

conceptual manner that abstracts from implementation details. And yet, the concepts are

sufficiently detailed to take into account the essential system features.

'Ve describe the different tiers that compose the system architecture, identifying the

main functionalities of each tier. 'Ve focus our attention on the last two tiers, the business

and data tier, since an E-business system profit depends on how well the application server

resources (and the related persistent data) are used to serve requests. On the business tier

we identify the various aspects that can influence the system behaviour, and also the main

configuration parameters that can be modified, possibly at runtime, in order to control

the performance.

The outcome is the analytical model that will be illustrated in Chapter 4, which allows

evaluation of performance metrics in terms of measurable or controllable parameters.
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Chapter 4

Queuing Network Model and
Approximation

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter we define the analytical model and its approximate solution, designed to

be numerically tractable and, at the same time, accurate.

From the analysis of the model characterized in Chapter 3 we derive the following

remarks.

1. The work performed in the presentation tier is much less demanding than that carried

out in the other two tiers, therefore a well-provisioned presentation tier is usually not

a performance bottleneck (see [63]). Hence, in what follows, we will consider that

the E-business system is made up of just the last two tiers, subjected to an external

stream of requests.

2. The application server is a multithreaded program, the threads running here serve

the request from the previous tier and perform computations using business logic

and enterprise data. The data required by the computation has to be fetched from

the database, in either a transactional or non-transactional manner.
II

3. The database access requests from the Business Tier are blocking in nature. That is,

an application server thread waits until a database server returns the requested data

or terminates the transaction. This means that the number of pending database

access requests cannot exceed the number of application server threads.

4. If there are more application server threads than database servers, a request may have

to wait in a queue for a database server to become available. That queue is special,

in that each request has a timeout interval; the timeout is cancelled when the request
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is taken up for processing by a database server; if and when the timeout expires,

the request is dropped and the calling thread is freed, resulting in an unsuccessful

termination for the user job.

5. Finally, the Data Tier is represented by a set of database "servers" which main-

tain the persistent data. In this context, the term "server' is used in the sense of

"dedicated unit of database capacity", which may include processing power and disk

storage; there is no connotation of a physical entity but there is an assumption that

these units do not interfere with each other.

In the subsequent chapters, we use these remarks to describe the queuing network that

constitute our model, from which we obtain an usable approximate solution.

4.2 The Model

4.2.1 Preliminaries and Assumptions

The model is expressed using two primitive data structures: threads and queues. The

former process the client requests and each tier is modeled as a collection of threads of

distinct type. The queues hold those requests that are awaiting to be processed by a

thread.

A thread is in the active state while it is processing a request; as a part of processing,

it may make a 'blocking' call to another thread and enter the blocked state. When the call

returns, the caller thread re-enters the active state. Finally, a thread is in the available

state when it is neither active nor blocked. When a request arrives at a tier, it is either

handed to an available thread (if any) of that tier which subsequently becomes active, or

kept in a queue until a thread becomes available to get active on it. A queue can thus be

either empty or non-empty.

We assume that the threads are reliable, they complete processing of any request in

some finite time, and a remote call always returns with a response that can be normal or

exceptional. Thus, threads cannot remain forever in the active state over a given request

and in the blocked state over a given call.

\Ve consider a special class of queues, called the Timed Queues, characterized as follows.

If an entry in a timed queue is not dequeued by a thread within A seconds, it is deleted

and the thread that enqueued the deleted entry receives an exceptional response. Thus,

a timed queue models a request waiting on a timeout for a resource to become available

and an available resource being allocated to a waiting request in the FIFO manner. We
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note here that the notion of queues with reneging can be used to model and analyze the

behaviour of requests in timed queues.

A queue, timed or otherwise, is assumed never to become full and an incoming request

is always enqueued. The rationale for this assumption is two-fold.

1. We assume that an admission control policy is operative for requests entering the

E-business system; an aspect of this policy is to admit requests only if the queue in

the Presentation Tier is not full.

2. Since a remote call is blocking in nature, the number of requests awaiting to be

processed in the second or the third tier cannot exceed the number of threads in the

previous tier which is finite and often known. A careful provisioning of buffer space

avoids queues at the Business and Data Tiers from becoming full.

For the reasons stated in Chapter 3, it is the performance of the Business and Data

Tiers which crucially influence the system performance. So, the System Model is concerned

only with these two tiers; the clients accessing these tiers are represented by proxy clients

(typically the servlets of the Presentation Tier) which provide dynamic web pages to actual

clients.

4.2.2 Description

The Business and Data Tiers are modelled by the (non-separable) queueing network illus-

trated in figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: An Application Server with Database Access.

Requests (or 'jobs', as they will be called from now on) arrive into the system in a

Poisson stream with rate >.. A maximum of m jobs are admitted for processing (they are

referred to as the 'active' jobs); this limit is imposed by the number of parallel threads

that have been made available. If there are more than m jobs present, the ones that do

not occupy a thread wait in an external FIFO queue.
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The execution of an active job consists of alternating 'computations' and 'database

accesses'. Computation services are provided by a computer which, for the purposes of

this model, is assumed to consist of one processor and one disc (the single disc assumption

is not significant; one could easily generalize it by allowing multiple discs, at the price of

complicating the solution). During a computation, jobs visit the processor at least once

and the disc zero or more times. More precisely, after receiving a service at the processor, a

job goes to the disc with probability 1-Q and completes the computation with probability

Q (0 < Q ::; I).This models a geometrically distributed number of visits to the disc. After

a disc service, a job returns to the processor with probability 1. There is a FIFO queue

at both the processor and the disc.

Service times at the processor and the disc are assumed to be independent random

variables distributed exponentially with means bo and b1, respectively.

Having completed a computation, a job terminates execution (and leaves the appli-

cation server) with probability /3, and makes a database access with probability 1 - /3.
In other words, a job makes a geometrically distributed number of database requests.

Database accesses are handled by a database engine, which may possibly be shared by

more than one application server. As far as this application server is concerned, up to n of

its active jobs may have their database accesses processed in parallel without significant

interference. This is modelled by assuming that there are n parallel database servers. If

more than n jobs need to access the database, n of them are being served while the others

wait in a FIFO queue.

A time-out policy operates at the database engine: if, having asked for for a database

access, a job does not acquire a database server before its time-out period expires, that job

is terminated and leaves the application server. In practice, the lengths of the time-out

periods are fixed; however, for purposes of analytical tractabilit.y, it is assumed that they

are independent random variables distributed exponentially with mean I/~.

Database accesses are further complicated by the fact that they can be of two types.

Some are read-only queries; their service times are distributed exponentially with mean

b2• Others are transactions which typically take longer; they are distributed exponentially

with mean b3. After the completion of a read-only query, a job enters a new computation

phase. On the other hand, a transaction is always the last of a job's database accesses;

whether it ends with a commit or a roll back, after it the job terminates and leaves the

application server. A fraction () of all jobs that make database accesses terminate with a

transaction (0::; ()s 1).

When an active job leaves the application server, whether successfully or unsuccessfully,

the job at the head of the external queue (if any), moves to the processor queue; i.e., it
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becomes active and starts a computation.

4.2.3 Remarks

1. When the external queue is non-empty, the application server behaves like a closed

queueing network, with m jobs circulating between the computation and database engines.

However, that network does not have a product-form solution (and hence is not tractable

by mean-value analysis), because of the time-out departures from the database queue.

That feature necessitates the approximate solution that will be presented in the next

section.

2. The assumption that the computation part of the application server consists of a

single processor and a single disc is not essential. One could envisage considerably more

complex networks of processors and discs. An approximation would still be available, but

would have to rely on numerical solution of equations; the closed-form expressions for the

state-dependent computation throughput would not apply.

4.3 Approximate solution

Consider first the computation subsystem, with k jobs circulating between the processor

and the disc (k = 0, 1, ... ,m). Suppose that that circulation continues for a long time, i.e.

the computation subsystem reaches steady-state with k jobs. Then the processor queue

would behave like an l\f/l\I/1 queue with a bounded buffer of size k, into which jobs arrive

at rate l/bl (when not full), and from which jobs depart at rate (1 - o:}/bo (when not

empty). Denote by r the ratio between those two rates:

(4.1)

Known results for the M/M/l/k queue yield the probability, Uk, that the processor is

busy, given that k active jobs are in their computational phase (e.g., see [43]):

(4.2)

Hence, the state-dependent throughput of the computation subsystem when there are k

jobs in it, t«, is given by

(4.3)

So, the first approximation is to replace the computation subsystem by a single state-

dependent server whose service rate, when there are k jobs present, is tk'
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Now suppose that there are J active jobs, circulating between the computing and

database engines for a sufficiently long period to reach steady state (J = 1,2, ... ,m). In

other words, model the business and data tiers by the closed queueing network illustrated

in Figure 4.2

Figure 4.2: Closed Queueing Network Model,

The state of this network is described by a single integer, k, specifying how many

jobs are at the computing node; then J - k jobs are at the database node. A transition

from state k to state k + 1 occurs when a job leaves the database node (through service

completion or time-out); similarly, a transition from state k + 1 to state k occurs when a

job leaves the computing node.

Let Pk be the probability that the network is in state k (k = 0, 1, ... , J). The above

implies that these probabilities satisfy the following balance equations:

[min{n, J - k)v + max{O, J - n - k)~lpk = {I - f3)tk+lPk+l , (4.4)

where v is the average service rate of a database server.

This is a simple set of recurrences, of the form Pk+l = akPk. Together with the

normalizing equation (Po + PI + ... + PJ = 1), and the expressions (4.3) for tk, they are

easily solved. However, the average service rate v is yet to be determined.

Recall that there are two types of database services, read-only queries and transactions.

Given that a job visits the database at least once, it makes i such visits with probability

(I - f3)i-l f3. The last of those is a transaction with probability O. lienee, the fraction, T,

of all visits to the database that are transactions, is given by

00 1 . Of3 00 1 . 03 1
T = Bf3L i(1- f3)1-1 = 1- f3 L i(l- f3)' = 1":' pin i3' (4.5)

,=1 1=1

Since the average service times of read-only queries and transactions are bz and b3,

respectively, the overall average database service time is

1
- = (l-r)b2 +Tb3,v

(4.6)
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with T given by (4.5). A mixture of different exponentially distributed random variables

is not, in general, exponentially distributed. Nevertheless, the approximate solution treats

the database services as if they were distributed exponentially with mean L]«.

Having solved equations (4.4) and determined the probabilities Pk, the state-dependent

throughput of the application server when it has J active jobs, T{J), is obtained from

J

T{J) = LpdtkP + min{n, J - k)VT +max{O, J - n - k)~l. (4.7)
k=O

That throughput includes both successful and unsuccessful terminations.

The final approximation is to treat the closed queueing network in figure 4.2 as a single

state-dependent server whose service rate is T{J) when there are J active jobs. Now the

external queue, together with the active jobs, behave like a one-dimensional Birth-and-

Death process which is in state M if there is a total of M jobs present (M = 0,1, ... ).

Then the number of active jobs is min{M, m) and the number of jobs in the external queue

is M - min{M, m). There are transitions from state M to state M + 1 with rate A, and

from state M + 1 to state AI with rate T{min{M + 1,m)).

Denote by qM the steady-state probability that there are Af jobs present. These

probabilities are determined by the balance equations

AqM = T{min{M + 1, m))qAHl , AI = 0, 1, ... , (4.8)

and the normalizing equation
00

L qM = 1.
M=O

(4.9)

Note that the departure rate in the right-hand side of (4.8) ceases to depend on M

when the latter exceeds m. Therefore, we have

(4.10)

where p = A/T{m) is the offered load when the number of active jobs is the maximum

allowable. This leaves only a finite set of equations to solve.

The process is ergodic (i.e., the queue is stable), if A < T{m), or p < 1.

One could also assume a bounded external queue, with maximum size K. Then the

possible states would be M = 0,1, ... , m + K; equations (4.8) would apply only up to

.M = m + K - 1; the sum in the normalizing equation would be finite and the question of

stability would not arise.

Given the steady-state probabilities qM, one can compute certain performance mea-
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sures. The average number of jobs in the system, L, is

m-l [ ]
L= L MqM = L MqM+ t:. m+ 1~

M=I M=I P P

00

(4.11)

In the case of a bounded external queue, with maximum size K, that expression be-

comes

m-l (1 K+1) [ ]L= ~ MqM+ qm -P m+-P_
~ 1-p 1-p
lH=1

(4.12)

The average system throughput, T, is equal to Awhen the external queue is unbounded

and stable. When it is bounded at level K, the throughput is

(4.13)

When the system throughput is not equal to A (i.e., the external queue is bounded),

some incoming jobs are rejected. In that case, the probability of rejection, R, is given by

A-T
R= -A- =qm+K· (4.14)

The average response time, W, is obtained from Little's result:

(4.15)

Note that some of the system throughput is in fact due to database requests that

have timed out, or to transactions that have rolled back. Hence, one may be interested

in the 'successful throughput', S, defined as the average number of jobs that complete

successfully per unit time. Denote also the 'state-dependent successful throughput', given

that there are J active jobs, by S(J). That quantity is given by an expression similar to

(4.7), but exe!uding the unsuccessful terminations:

J

S(J) = LPk[tk,6 + min(n, J - k)v7(1 - 1')] ,
k=O

(4.16)

where l' is the probability that a transaction fails to commit (that is a database parameter).

Then, the unconditional successful throughput is obtained from

m-I 00

S = L qMS(M) + S(m} L qM , (4.17)
M=O AJ=m
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where qM is the solution of (4.8) and (4.9).

4.3.1 Modified Approximate Solution

The modifications at the approximate solution described in this section will be applied only

during the calibration process, described in Chapter 7. In order to isolate the performance

of the application server only, let us consider the case when there is no database tier. In

other words the system is determined only by the closed queuing network illustrated in

Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Application Server Only.

The observed data are collected at the steady state, when all the application server

threads are busy serving requests. As previously stated, this 1\[/1\[/1 queue represents

the approximation of the computation subsystem at the steady state, when there are k

jobs in it. The state-dependent throughput of the computation subsystem, tk, is given by

equation (4.3)

(4.18)

where bo is the service time at the CPU per job per visit, and 0' is the probability of

leaving the subsystem instead of circulating any longer between CPU and Disc. The

average number of cycles a job makes in the subsystem, in other words the number of

visits a job makes at the CPU, is then equal to 1/0'. Then the average service time at

CPU per job, C, is bo times number of visits, or, if we observe the system for a certain

period ~, the total CPU time bt:. consumed in that period divided by the total number of

job completed jt:. .
1 bt:.C=bo-=~.
0' It:.

Uk in equation (4.18) denotes the probability that the processor is busy given that k

(4.19)

active jobs are in their computational phase. In other words Uk is the fraction of time the

processor is busy, which is the total CPU time consumed bt:. in the observation period ~

(Le. the CPU utilization). Then (4.2) is:

(4.20)
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The equation (4.18) becomes:

(4.21)

which is the Utilization Law. Substituting C and Uk, we have:

(4.22)

This equation represents the observed service rate of the computation subsystem in the

observed period ~.

At the steady state, the average number of jobs in the system Lis:

L=m. (4.23)

there where all the m server threads are busy serving a job. In case of a bounded external

queue, with maximum size K, that expression becomes

L=m+K. (4.24)

The average system throughput, t, is equal to >. when the external queue is unbounded

and stable. When it is bounded at level K, the throughput is

T=>.(I-t}. (4.25)

When the system throughput is not equal to >. (i.e., the external queue is bounded),

some incoming jobs are rejected. In that case, the probability of rejection, R, is given by

>'-T
R=->.- =t. (4.26)

The average response time, ~V, is obtained from Little's result, as shown in Equation

4.15.

In this paragraph we have described the particular case of no database access ({3 = I)

for calibration purposes, in order to isolate the performance of the application server and

easily compare the observed and approximated parameters. However the same formulas

can be applied to the extended system, composed of both the application server and the

database and 0 < {3 < 1.
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4.3.2 Approximating ti,

It is worth noting that, in equation (4.18), the value Uk does depend on the number of

jobs in the subsystem, k, whereas i; does not. Therefore Uk is state-dependant. \Ve

further analyze this value in order to obtain a better estimate than the observation over

the overall testing phase period.

Uk can be estimated either making an average of multiple observations of the ratio pt
at smaller observation periods, or finding a solution for r in the equation

(4.27)

In the latter case, we have to solve with an iterative method the formula, reduced in

the form of

r = .o-«. (4.28)

using a given observation for U and k and an initial guess for roo ro will be iteratively

substituted in the formula (4.28) for a significant number of iterations or until ri+l is close

enough to rio The initial guess ro is correct if the values converge.

4.4 Summary and Contributions

In this chapter we introduce the analytical model that describes the behaviour of an E-

business system comprised of an application server and a database server. The contribution

of our work lies in the incorporation into the model of all of the following features:

1. A user job may involve a random number of accesses to a database, each access being

either read-only (lightweight) or transactional (heavyweight). A heavyweight access

may terminate successfully (commit) or unsuccessfully (roll back).

2. The database itself may be shared among more than one E-business system. Hence,

the database processing capacity (modelled as a number of parallel servers) allocated

to a particular system is a controllable operational parameter.

3. Database access requests are subject to time-out intervals: if a request is not granted

access before its time-out interval expires, the job that generated it is ejected. This

is common in commercial database servers [33].

4. Computational and database resources are possessed simultaneously; that is, while a

request waits for and receives a database service, the job that generated it continues

to occupy an application server thread.
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5. The physical components of the application server (central processor, one or more

discs) are modelled explicitly.

6. There is an arrival process of jobs; those that are not admitted for processing wait

in an external queue of finite or infinite capacity; if the former, and the queue is full

when a job arrives, that job is lost. The presence of that external queue implies that

the system model is not, in general, a closed queueing network.

Some of the above features are taken into account in other studies illustrated in Chapter

2 (e.g., [38] handle 4, 5 and 6; [36] include a form of 4; [29] allow different types of requests,

which may include 1). However, as far as we are aware, the entire collection is considered

here for the first time.

The price paid for the generality of the model is that it cannot be solved exactly. The

aim of the analysis is therefore to obtain a useable and efficient approximate solution. The

accuracy of this solution will be evaluated in Chapter 5 by comparison with simulations.
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Chapter 5

Validation of Approximation
Through Simulation

5.1 Introduction

Through analysis of the model, presented in Chapter 3, we have obtained a numerically ef-

ficient approximate solution, as it is illustrated in Chapter 4. In this chapter we present the

results gained by validating the approximate solution via l\lonte Carlo method, employing

a simulation program with variable time increments.

The purpose of simulations is to evaluate the accuracy of the approximate solution by

means of a series of numerical and simulation experiments. Therefore the graphs presented

here compare the behaviour of both the simulated system with the approximate solution

over several system configurations, under different load conditions.

The system configuration is varied by: (a) tuning the application SC7"Vcr Thread Pool

Size parameter, (b) tuning the Database Connection Pool Size parameter, (c) reducing

the average service time at the CPU, and (d) tuning the External Q'ucuc Size parameter.

In all these cases, the graphs show that the approximation provides a reasonably ac-

curate estimation. The analytical solution can be employed to predict the performance of

a system under given or assumed loading conditions, and to choose optimal settings for

certain controllable parameters with respect to specified performance measures.

5.2 Simulation Results

The accuracy of the approximate solution is evaluated by comparing the model estimates

to those obtained from simulations. Simulation experiments are conducted to examine

the performance of the system using different parameter settings and under various load

conditions.
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As the number of parameters is quite large, some of them were kept fixed throughout:

- Probability of visiting the disc (1 - a = 0.6)

- Probability of requiring a database access (1 - f3 = 0.6)

- Fraction of database accesses containing a transaction (0 = 0.2)

- Average service time for read-only access (b2 = 20 msec)

- Average service time for transactions (b3 = 50 msec)

- Database time-out interval (1/~ = 5 sec), except in Figure 5.13

- Bound on external queue size (K = 50), except in Figure 5.11 and 5.12

The main parameters that are varied are those dynamically controllable, in other words

the parameters that can be tuned at server run-time, as specified in Section 3.4. These

parameters are: the Database Connection Pool Size parameter, Le. the number of parallel

database servers (N), which sets the size of the pool of live database connections that

can be concurrently handled or reused in order to reduce the overhead of opening new

connections; the application server Thread Pool Size parameter, i.e. the number of parallel

threads (M), which represents the number of live server threads maintained in a pool

accepting requests from the waiting queue and handling simultaneous client sessions. In

particular, the last one is a critical parameter, because it dictates the concurrency level

at the application server, in fact a small number of threads may work well for providing

good response time, but there is higher probability of rejecting client requests, leaving

the server under-utilized; on the contrary, a high number of concurrent threads increases

utilization but slows down response time. This is actually documented with the first set

of experiments.

5.2.1 Workload Levels

In our experiments we consider various workload levels, however in the graphs that follow

we only show the most significant ones: (a) the arrival rate that determines the saturation

point, when the system capabilities are fully stressed, (b) the arrival rate lower and (c)

the arrival rate higher than the saturation point.

The saturation point depends on the characteristics of the system, therefore in the first

two sets of experiments the analyzed arrival rates are (a) A = 0.037, (b) A = 0.03 and (c)

A = 0.05. In the third set of experiments instead, in order to simulate a faster application

server, we observe a the system with an extreme configuration. In this case the arrival

rates that we consider are (a) >. = 0.6 (b) >. = 0.4 (c) >. = 0.8.
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As we observe in our experiments, the arrival rate at point (a) r presents a sort of

" turning point" between the analytical model and the simulation, there were the model

estimates adhere to a smaller degree to the simulation results. The reason for this is

that, as we discuss in the next sections, the approximation result tends to be pessimistic,

therefore it underestimates the maximum achievable throughput. As consequence the

analytical model reaches the saturation point earlier than the simulation, showing slightly

degrading performance while, at the same point, the simulated system copes well with the

workload.

5.2.2 Tuning the Thread Pool Size Parameter

With the first set of experiments we aim to quantify the effect of the number of threads

on the performance of the system.

In Figure 5.1, the average response time is plotted against M for different values of the

external arrival rate, A. The figure shows a marked initial improvement in performance

as the number of active jobs increases; the servers are being utilized more efficiently by

being able to work on different jobs at the same time.

Response Time vs No. of AS Threads M [K = 50. N = 10]
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However, the downward trend stops, or is reversed, when !I/ increases further. That
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behaviour is readily explained by looking at Figure 5.2, where the throughput, T, is plotted

against M for the same arrival rates. When all servers are busy most of the time, the

throughput reaches a maximum achievable value, Tma". In the present configuration, that

value is approximately 0.04 jobs/rnsec (or 40 jobs/sec). If the external arrival rate is lower

than Trnax, the throughput flattens before reaching that maximum. Further increases in

M make no difference to the average number of jobs present and the average response

time; the extra threads remain unused.

On the contrary, if A :::::Tmax, then the application server cannot cope with the demand

and adding more threads increases the response time because it increases the concurrency

within the application server.
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This is shown in Figure 5.3, which shows the probability of rejection. PRej, plotted

against M. After a given value of JIf, even if the number of server thread increases, the

probability of rejecting a job is constant.

This behaviour is shown again in Figure 5.4, that illustrates the probability of rejection

plotted against the arrival rate, for different numbers of threads. On the one hand, the

rejection probability increases with A because the system becomes more heavily loaded

and hence the external queue is more often full. On the other hand, increasing M leads

to a reduction in the rejection probability because more jobs can be admitted into the
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Probability of Rejection vs No. of AS Threads M [K = 50, N = 10)
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system. As consequence, the average number of jobs present increases and hence the

average response time increases.

To summarize, there is an optimal number of threads, which depends on the average

service times at the CPU, disk and database servers. For the present parameters, that

number is approximately AI = 10. Offering more threads brings no benefits when the

system is lightly loaded, and is detrimental at heavy loads.

It is important to notice that the approximate solution is considerably accurate, it

becomes less precise when the workload reaches the saturation point. This is because

the approximation underestimates the system performance and reaches the saturation

point earlier than the simulated system. In fact, the approximate solution tends to be

pessimistic, Le. it overestimates the average response time and the probability of rejection

and underestimates the throughput. Yet it has to be pointed out that, in the simulated

system, constant time-out intervals replaces exponentially distributed random variables,

as happens in the real system, and that there is no aggregation of database service times

into a single exponential distribution. These approximations influence the results and

cause the slight underestimation.

5.2.3 Tuning the Database Pool Size Parameter

In the second set of experiments, the number of threads is kept fixed, while the number

of available database servers is varied. The value of AI is deliberately set quite high

(AI = 50), so that the rate of database accesses is not restricted by under-utilized CPU

and disc.

As expected, with the addition of database servers the system performance improves,

as consequence of decreased response time and probability of rejection, and increased

throughput, as illustrated in Figures 5.5,5.7 and 5.6 respectively, Except that this happens

only up to a point, beyond that, adding more database service capacity ceases to make a

difference; the extra servers are not utilized. What is perhaps less predictable is that this

"optimal" number of database servers does not seem to depend very much on the external

arrival rate. For the present parameter set, under both light loads and heavy loads, it is

best to allocate about 5 database servers.

The approximate solution predicts the optimal number of database servers very accu-

rately. And again, the model predictions are pessimistic, compared with the simulations.

This phenomenon is observed in all experiments.
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Response Time vs No. of DB Servers N [K = 50. M = 50]
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5.2.4 Extreme Service Configuration

The third set of experiments is similar to the previous one, except that a rather extreme

service configuration is assumed, whereby the application server appears to be a faster

machine sending more requests to the database. This is simulated by reducing the average

service times at the CPO and disc by a factor of 50 (bo = bl = 0.1 msec), while the number

of threads is doubled (NI = 100). In Figures 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10, the average response time,

the throughput and the probability of rejection respectively, are plotted against. the number

of database servers for different external arrival rates.

The database is now subjected to much heavier traffic of accesses. It is still the case

that increasing the number of database servers improves performance up to a point, and

then ceases to do so. However, that point takes longer to reach, and it. depends on the

arrival rate: the higher the value of .x, the more database servers can be usefully employed.

Also, because the model predictions are pessimistic, it tends to overestimate the the value

of N beyond which there are no further performance benefits.

It is worth noticing that again the model estimates are reasonably accurate in all the

figures.
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5.2.5 Tuning the External Queue Size Parameter

A further set of experiments show the response time and the probability of rejection

plotted against the external queue size k for different values of the external arrival rate,

A, in Figure 5.ll and 5.12 respectively.

In this case the number of threads (M) and the number of database servers (N) are

fixed. If the arrival rate is low, the queue size is not an influencing parameter, as the

queue is never filled. In case of high load, the jobs in the queue will experience an increase

in the response time directly proportional to the number of jobs that precede them in the

queue, but the probability of rejection remains constant.

The last figure, Figure 5.13, illustrates the behaviour of the successful throughput,

5, as a function of NI, for different values of A. This experiment is similar to that in

Figure 5.2, where the system throughput was plotted against the number of threads. All

parameters are the same except that, in the present setting, the database timeout interval

(or its average in the case of the model) is reduced by a factor of 100: liE = 50 msec.

Consequently, jobs are now more likely to be ejected from the application server because

their timeouts expire.

Comparing the results in Figure 5.13 with those in Figure 5.2, we observe that at
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light load (A = 0.3) the shorter timeout interval has made very little difference to the

throughput: it is still almost entirely successful. At medium to heavy load (A = 0.37),

there is some reduction in successful throughput. In the overloaded case (A = 0.5), the

difference is again minimal. It is worth noting that the model is, if anything, more accurate

in predicting the successful throughput than the total one.

5.3 Summary of Observations

In summary, the significant observations that can be made after the experiments arc the

following:

• The approximate solution is almost exact in predicting the performance of the sys-

tem. Some discrepancies are shown only in the medium to heavy load case, close to

the saturation point which represents a sort of "turning point" for the system, as

explained in Section 5.2.1.

• The approximate solution tends to be pessimistic, i.e., it overestimates the average

response time and underestimates the throughput. That is probably due to the [act

that replacing the constant time-out intervals with exponentially distributed ones
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increases their variance and hence has an adverse effect on performance. On the

contrary, aggregating the different database service times into a single exponential

distribution has the opposite, but this is a less pronounced effect. However the model

is more accurate in predicting the successful throughput than the total one .

• From the performance point of view, we have seen that there exists an optimal

number of threads, which depends on the average service times at the CPU, disk and

database servers. Further increases in l\lmake no difference to the average number of

jobs present and the average response time, while the extra threads remain unused .

• Similarly, the system performance improves and the throughput increases with the

addition of database servers, but only up to a point. Beyond that, adding more

database service capacity ceases to make a difference and the extra servers are not

utilized.

As we will see in Chapter 7 the same considerations hold when comparing the approx-

imate solution to a real world system of realistic size and complexity.
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Chapter 6

Design and Implementation of
the QoS Control System

6.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses our implementation of a QoS Control System that is capable of mon-

itoring application server performance, as well as modifying its configuration parameters

towards some QoS objectives. The QoS Control System is designed to be fully integrated

within the JBoss application server, thus extending its functionalities. The JBoss appli-

cation server, in combination with the Oracle database, is referred as the Target System.

The monitoring function is provided by sensors, components strategically placed within

the Target System to monitor the system activities. The configuration parameters are

modified by means of an actuator component, which can dynamically reconfigure the sys-

tem at runtime and consequently alter its performance. Determining which configuration

parameters need to be tuned and to what values is the task performed by the QoS Con-

troller Unit (QoS-CU). These three components constitute the QoS Control System, their

design and development will be discussed in this chapter.

The chapter is organized as follows. We begin with presenting an overview of the J2EE

technology, in particular, we illustrate the main features of the JBoss application server.

The overview characterizes the implementation environment and also describes the actual

activities within the Target System, confirming the concepts analyzed in Chapter 3. \Ve

then proceed to discuss the implementation details of the three components that form the

QoS Control System.
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6.2 J2EE Technology Overview

As illustrated in Chapter 3, E-business applications are hosted by multi-tier architectures

developed using component-oriented technologies. One of the predominant technologies

employed in developing E-business applications is Suns Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE)

[55].

The primary aim of J2EE is to allow application developers to deploy distributed

components in an environment where the middleware infrastructure provides essential

support for aspects such as concurrency, persistence, transactions, database interactions

and security. The application server is the infrastructure that supplies these functionalities,

thus managing the environment in which business logic is executed.

The application server is a multi-threaded program running in a single process and

supported by a single JVM. It provides various software components that aim to ease

the development of complex E-business applications and it is designed to offer a scalable,

high-performance infrastructure for processing many simultaneous requests.

The core components that form the application business logic are implemented using

Enterprise Java Beans (EJB) [54]. Every bean has two types of interface: a Component

interface that defines the business methods callable by the clients, and a Home interface

that defines the methods used to create, remove and find a specific EJI3.

The beans are deployed in a container that provides the run-time environment and

makes the middleware services available. Among the other functionalities, the container

mediates client/bean interactions, provides the naming service to locate the bean, supports

remote communication, coordinates the transactions and synchronizes the bean state with

the persistence storage. There are three types of EJBs:

Entity Beans define the persistent data of an application. An instance of such a bean

represents a row of data in the database table. The bean is activated when the state

of a bean is loaded into volatile memory, so that the related data can be manipu-

lated. At the end of the operation, the bean state is saved in the database, making it

persistent. The persistence management of the bean can be of two types: Bean Man-

aged Persistence (Bl\IP) and Container Managed Persistence (Cl\IP). With Bl\IP

the synchronization of bean cached state with underlying database must be managed

explicitly in the bean code, while with CMP, the container becomes solely responsible

for that. Entity beans may be shared by multiple clients. It is therefore important

that the beans work within transactions, since the clients might want to change the

same data. Typically, during a transaction the entity beans are managed by the EJB

container.
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Session Beans are instantiated on a per-client basis, a given instance is available for

use by only one client. These beans are used to perform work for the clients and

encapsulate the business logic. When the client has finished its work, the client

session terminates and the bean is no longer associated with the client. There are

two types of session beans: stateful and stateless. The stateful bean is allocated to a

specific client, whose requests are always routed to the same bean, maintaining the

session state within the method invocations till the client completes. The stateless

bean is not specific to a particular client; it contains a state only for the duration of

a method invocation, when the method is finished, the state is no longer retained.

Message-driven Beans provide asynchronous processing by acting as message-listeners

for Java Message Service (JMS) [57]. Clients do not contact these beans directly,

but rather send messages to a given JMS queue for which the bean acts as a message

consumer.

For the scope of this thesis, we focus on a particular J2EE implementation of appli-

cation server, called J Boss [18], one of the most popular open-source application servers.

Specifically, we used JBoss 3.2.3

6.3 JBoss Application Server

JBoss is an open-ended middleware, in the sense that users can extend middleware ser-

vices by easily deploying new components into a running server [14]. This extensibility is

important for us because it is exploited for instrumenting the application server with the

QoS Control System.

The foundation of JBoss extensibility is the Java Management Extension (J~IX) spec-

ification [32]. The Jl\IX infrastructure provides JBoss with a lightweight environment

where components can be dynamically loaded and updated.

JMX defines a common software bus, the MBean Server, that allows integration and

centralized management of components defined as managed beans (MBeans). l\IBeans act

as wrappers for applications, components or resources in a distributed architecture.

In JBoss most of the key services of the J2EE architecture are implemented as l\IBeans,

and also the new modules can be easily integrated as Mlseans in the server. While, in

contrast, other commercial application servers have a monolithic approach whereby the

integration of new components can be troublesome.

The MBean Server represents the registry for l\IBeans that makes the l\IBean manage-

ment interface available for use by other components or end-users. A Jl\IX IITML adaptor
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Figure 6.1: JMX Agent View in JBoss

allows the end-user to view the MBean Servers f-.lBeans using a standard web browser. The

default URL for the console web application is http://localhost :8080/ jmx-console.

The page that occurs at this location is presented in Figure 6.1. The top view is the Agent

View that provides a listing of all MBeans registered with the l\IBean Server sorted by

the domain portion of the f-.IBean Object Name. Sel cting one of the l\IB ails navigates

to the related l\IBean view, where it is possible to examine and edit f-.IBeans attribute' as

well as invoke operations.

The EJB container itself, where the beans of an E-business application are hosted. is

also implemented as a MBean and contains some configuration aspects that can be selected

and changed by users. The basic architecture of the JBoss application server is illustrated

in Figure 6.2, where the execution of a method invocation is exemplified. The method call,
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invoked by a client on an E.JB object, is detected by the Invoker MBean that provides

remote method invocation over a variety of protocols. The Invoker passes the call to the

MBean Server, which in turn forwards it to the appropriate service. If the method call is

directed to the E.JBs of an E-business application hosted by the application server, then

the call is passed to the E.JB container.

RMlcall

Client

JBoss Server ~==:;=]l
MBeans

1--------------

MBean t---il'.,..._ ......
Server I..---+'.-'

,,,
:~=~~il,

EJB :
Container : ,

~------- I

Figure 6.2: Architecture of the .JBoss Application Server

Before reaching the E.JB, the method call trav r es the Interceptor stack, a chain of

plugin objects interposed across the method invocation path. Interceptors are used to

provide E.JB services, such as transaction, security and managed persistence, to the method

calls performed by the client. Information about th state of the call is kept in the context

of the invocation. Each interceptor reads, adds or removes data from this context and

performs the related operation or implementation decision, eventually, it explicitly calls

the next interceptor in the stack. There is a clear functional distinction between different

Interceptors, which allows the deployer of the E.JB-application to vary the behavior of' t h

container to a great degree. This also allows new plugins to be deployed, which call bring

in new functionalities.

6.3.1 Tracing an EJB Invocation

Figure 6.3 shows a typical method invocation on an Entity Bean traced through the

Interceptor stack.

Upon receiving an inbound method call, the Transaction Interceptor decides how to

handle this invocation by calling the Tran action Manager service.
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Figure 6.3: Tracing an EJB Invocation

The next interceptor in the stack is the Security Interceptor, which authenticates checks

if the caller is allowed to perform that particular method invocation.

In order to invoke a business method on the EJB instance, the instance must be

acquired. To do this the Instance Interceptor checks if there is already an instance in the

cache. If not, a new one must be created and synchronized with the persistent state. The

Entity Synchronization Interceptor performs this operation, loading the state of the bean

from the database.

Finally, the container is invoked and the call is delegated to the EJB instance. The

instance performs some work, and returns a result. The interceptor stack is now followed

in reverse by having each interceptor return from the invoke operation.

If the transaction does not end with this call, the instance becomes locked so that

no other transaction may use it for the duration of the current one. The Transaction

Interceptor handles the method return according to the transaction settings. Generally,

if the transaction is marked for rollback or a system exception is thrown then the overall

transaction is rolled back and a Transaction Rolledback Exception is thrown, otherwise,

the transaction is committed. The call completes with the l\IBean Invoker returning the

result to the client.
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6.3.2 Accessing the Database

During its life cycle, the bean performs some database accesses to browse, retrieve or store

enterprise data. These are SQL operations at the database, to search, read or write data

on the database tables. Data can be retrieved from a relational database, as well as from

other non-Java legacy applications, such as enterprise information systems, transactional

resource managers, or mainframes.

Some of these accesses can be performed using a transactional access: the database (or

the legacy application) checks for conflicts as part of acquiring a write lock, and, if there

are conflicts, Le. read or write locks already acquired by others, then it will not get the

write lock. If a lock conflict occurs, the transaction is automatically rolled back and an

exception will be thrown to the application. Another possible implementation is to block

the thread when a conflict is detected, until the current locks are released, due to commit

or roll back of other transactions.

The behavior after a transaction failure depends on the type of implementation: in

the Cl\IP the transaction rolls backs immediately; in the Bl\lP the programmer decides

whether to return an error or retry.

The Transaction Manager is the service that assumes the responsibility for enabling

transactional access to an EJB and maintains the persistent state of the bean involved in

the transaction.

Transactional accesses can be local or global. The local transaction runs purely in

the database scope and commits or rolls back within a single database interaction; it is

managed internally by the database without the use of any external Transaction Manager.

A global transaction (or XA transaction) is the one that is controlled within the application

server and may encompass other application servers and database. For this reason it is

managed outside the database with the help of an external Transaction l\lanager. A

local transaction that is used within a global transaction is subordinated to the global

transaction, Le. it cannot commit or roll back independently.

The persistent state of the bean is maintained in the database. The database is con-

trolled by its own Resource Manager that can be accessed using the Java Database Con-

nectivity (JDBC) driver. To enable the Resource Manager to participate in a transaction,

the XA Resource interface is required. Therefore the Transaction Manager int.eroperates

with the Resource Manager via the XAResource interface, while the application interoper-

ates with the Resource Manager via the JDBC driver. In JBoss both these functionalities

are included in the Resource Adapter component.

A sample scenario [28] of a single transaction involving three enterprise beans and two

resource managers is shown in Figure 6.4. A session bean receives a client invocation
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Figure 6.4: Elements Involved in EJB Transactions

initializing a transaction, say TI, involving a number of invocations on two entity beans

(X and V).

When the entity beans are required, the session bean needs to activate these beans via

their home interfaces, which results in the retrieval of their states from the appropriate

Resource Managers for initialising the variables of X and Y.

The container is responsible for ensuring that the Resource Managers are kept informed

of transaction starts and ends. In particular, when the persistent state is retrieved from

DBI (or DB2) at the start of TI, the Resource Manager acquires a write lock for the

resource. This prevents other transactions from accessing the resource until TI ends

(commits or rolls back). Moreover the XA resources (XAI and XA2) register themselves

with the Transaction Manager in order to take part in two-phase commit protocol that

lets resources agree to commit a transaction.

Once the session bean has indicated that TI is at an end, the transaction manager at-

tempts to carry out two-phase commit to ensure all participants either commit or rollback

Tl. Therefore the Transaction Manager polls DBI and DB2 to ask if they are ready to

commit. If any of them cannot commit, they inform the Transaction Manager who tells

all the participants to roll back. If the Transaction I\lanagcr receives a positive reply from

the databases it informs all participants to commit the transaction and the modified states

of X and Yare persisted.

The Resource Adapter plays a central role in the integration and connectivity since

it mediates between the application server and the database. It serves as point of con-

tact and provides the ability for the application server to manage connection pooling and

transaction management for the database. The Resource Adapter provides the managed
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connections, which are wrappers for the real JDBC physical connections to the database.

Live connections are maintained in pools, ready to be used by client requests in the ap-

plication server. Once the request is done with it, the connection returns to the pool. If

there are more requests than database connections, the requests wait in a queue to get the

first connection available.

The reason for providing the pooling functionality is that connections to a relational

database take time to set up and consume a significant amount of resources. It would be

unacceptably inefficient to construct, use, and tear down a physical connection for each

client request in an application server environment, nor would it usually be appropriate

to reserve a connection for each user. Some means of sharing and reusing expensive

connections is necessary.

6.4 The QoS Control System

The QoS Control System is the infrastructure that we designed to enhance the JBoss

application server (V. 3.2.6) with QoS monitor and control functionalities. The main

components that form the QoS Control System are illustrated in Figure 6.5, these are:

QoS Control Unit (QoS CU). This component contains the core logic for analyzing

QoS values and comparing them with some given tuning policies.

Monitor Subsystem. The monitor component supplies the mechanism for collecting,

filtering and reporting performance data.

Actuator Subsystem. The actuator component acts on the tuning knobs to vary the

configuration of the controllable parameters.

These components are akin to the brain, the eyes and the hands of a human working

on a Target System. The Target System represents the base system being managed, in our

case the JBoss application server.

6.4.1 QoS Controller Unit

The QoS-CU analyses the actual QoS values, obtained from the Monitor Subsystem, in

order to asses compliance with some tuning policies. If policies are not met, the controller

should determine what actions to take.

Our analytical model is designed to serve as core logic for the QoS-CU, being its

mathematical foundation for estimating the tuning policies. In Chapter 7 we employ the

QoS Control System to quantify the static parameters of the model and to carry out
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Figure 6.5: Components of the QoS Control System

the configuration tuning. We show that, after appropriate calibration tests, the model is

effective in predicting the performance of the target system under given load conditions and

in choosing the optimal settings for the controllable parameters with respect to specified

performance measures.

The actual implementation of this process is human driven. since the QoS-C offers

an interface to interact with an external user, who runs calibration tests, deems models

estimations, and provides the tuning policies. For instance, the new server configuration

can be selected by the external user among a set of satisfactory configurations found

observing the graphs that plot model estimations. However, extending it to an automated

process, to obtain a full automated tuning system is a smooth operation, as we explain

further in our future works, Chapter 8.

The QoS-CU is implemented as an MBean and is registered with th MBean s rver as

any other JBoss service, Figure 6.6 illustrates the J [X Agent View of the enhanced JBoss

with our QoS services.

When the application server is running, the QoS-CU MBean exposes its attributes and

management operation on the interface illustrated in Figure 6.7. Expos d attributes are,

for instance, the Actual QoS achieved by the application server; the p sition within th

file system of the logs directory, the repository for storing performance data reports; the

status of the Monitor and of the Controller Subystem. Among the several management

operations, there are the methods to start and stop the Monitor and Controller Subsystem,

to update the data on node QoS, to start the Testing Phase used for the calibration process.

Both the Monitor and the Actuator Subsystems are started and managed by the QoS-

CU MBean. At application s rver startup, the l\IBean server starts the QoS-CU l\IBean,

which in turns starts the two subsystems.

It is worth observing that our implementation exploits .JBoss extensibility, therefore
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Figure 6.6: Enhanced JBoss: JMX Agent View with QoS-CU

the new components are dynamically deployed on the application server and are fully

integrated with it. The JBoss architecture, previously depicted in Figure 6.2, is now

enhanced with a set of new components, as it is illustrated in Figure 6.8, where the shaded

objects correspond to our QoS Control System components. A detailed description of the

single objects is provided in the following sections.

6.4.2 Monitor Subsystem

The Monitor Subsystem is made of a number of monitoring components, or sensors, which

collect data samples from the application server. These samples are filtered and correlated

in order to obtain the key static parameters used in the calibration of the model, as will

be described in Chapter 7.

The Monitor Subsystem periodically polls the sensors and records the data in the
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Actual QoS object, which is made available as an attribute of a JMX MBean. The data

are permanently persisted in report files, saved in the application server file system for

further reuse. The length of the polling interval can be sot using the QoS-CU MBcan

interface.

The following sensors are used by the Monitor Subsystem:

Invoker MBean Sensor. Incoming client invocations are passed on to the application

server by the Invoker Mllean. By default, JBoss uses the JRf\IP Invoker Mlscan,

an RMI implementation that, when used as the Invoker in a remote client. allows

invocations from the RMI/ JR lIP protocol into the JMX Mlsean Server.

More precisely, the JRMP Invoker passes remote client invocations to the server

threads running on the application server process, thereby creating a new thread

for every RMI request that comes in. This does not allow control on the number of

server threads concurrently running on the application server.
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To exercise the necessary control on the number of threads, we modify the JBoss

default configuration. We switch to using Pooled Invoker [22] which contains the key

attribute that regulates the maximum number of server threads Cl' ated for erving

requests. We also enhance the Pooled Invoker with monitoring functionalities. This

enhancement allows us to observe inbound and outbound invocations (needed to

compute Arrival Rate and ThTOughput) and the time taken by the server to process

an invocation (to compute Response Time). These performance data are collected

in the ActualQoS object which is made available by the MBean Invoker to the

other components through the MBean Server. The Monitor Subsystem r trieves the

A ctualQoS invoking the getActualQoS () method on the MBean Tnvoker interface.

Resource Adapter Sensor. As stated in Chapter 3, a request at the application server

may involve a random number of accesses to the databa ·e. The' accesses are either

lightweight accesses. for instance a read-only query for retrieving the bean state,

or transactions that modifies enterprise data, which typically takes longer and may

terminate successfully (commit) or unsuccessfully (roll back).

In order to collect data on transactional and non-transactional jobs. we implement

a wrapper object for the JCA Resource Adapter and deploy it in the application

server. Our Monitor Resource Adapter contains functionalities that allow tracking

the performance of database connections.

The JBoss objects that are modified and instrumented to collect data on 111 thad calls
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are: the Connection Factory, which acts as the main entry point for the application

server to call into the adapter and is used to obtain a database connection; and the

Managed Connection, which is the wrapper for the real JDBC physical connection

and is created by the Connection Factory.

Interceptor Sensor. As said in the previous section, Section 6.3.2, transactions can be

local or global. In case of a global transaction the Transaction l\lanager coordinates

the transaction, setting the transaction status on the method invocation of the Entity

Beans. In our calibration experiments, in Chapter 7, we have only local transactions,

since a single instance of application server and a single database are considered.

However we implement an interceptor that observes the invocation calls in order to

detect the presence of a global transaction and define its status.

The interceptor exploits the interceptor stack of stateless components, in which every

call proceeds through the stack from first to last, until the target entity bean is called.

After the entity bean has finished with its method, the call will unwind through the

stack in reverse order, and the interceptor detects the status of the transaction, such

as active, committed, rollback etc.

l\loreover the Interceptor Sensor traces rollback and timeout exceptions thrown by

the application, respectively caused by transactions that are rolled back or by a

timeout occurring while waiting for a l\lanaged Connection to become available.

The collected data are sent to the Resource Adapter Sensor which computes the

service time at the database and rate of transactional requests.

System Sensor. The System Sensor collects the operating system statistics. To get data

on memory usage we instantiate the Runtime Java class and use the method call

getRuntime O. However this class returns only data related to the JVM in which

the application server is running.

To collect data on CPU usage we have to move beyond this point and reach the

machine system calls using Java Native Interface (JNI).

In order to implement the JNI system calls, the System Sensor object is implemented

as a wrapper class of a Dynamic Link Libmry (DLL) that performs low-level method

calls on the Linux operating system functions (the application server runs on Linux

Fedora Core, release 4).

The class acts as an interface and loads the DOL library when it is called for the first

time. The DDL library calls the standard public functions in the extension DLL to

obtain the operating system statistics through JNI.
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The CPU usage is retrieved from the operating system function getrusage 0, which

returns the number of milliseconds of CPU time is used by a process with the given

PID. Since Linux does not keep a table of the CPU time used by a single children

process (unless this process is terminated and its parent has waited for its signal)

then it is not possible to compute the CPU usage for every active thread. We consider

instead the CPU usage of the entire application server process, as further explained

in Section 7.3.1.3. Data on CPU and l\lemory usage are then periodically collected

by the Monitoring Subsystem.

For collecting data samples we pursue a "poll approach". This means that sensors

actively collect data, then the Monitor Subsystem periodically polls sensors for the data.

Data are transfered in form of serializable objects by implementing the java. io. Serializable

interface, and letting Java handle the serialization internally. The advantages of serializa-

tion are robust persistence and the efficient distribution. The drawback is that the process

of marshalling/dernarshalling presents some overhead, but this this can be avoided by mak-

ing sparse polling intervals or reducing the serialized object size.

An alternative could have been a "push approach", where sensors use messages to

sent data updates at the central l\lonitor Subsystem, for instance by t he Java l\lessage

Service (Jl\IS) architecture [57]. According to Sun's specifications, it enables distributed

communication that is loosely coupled and asynchronous. Only JBossl\IQ[21j, the Jl\IS

version implemented on the JBoss application server, is not reliable in collecting perfor-

mance metrics. During the experiments some messages containing data samples can be

lost, altering the final resuslts. The JBoss developers are currently working on a more

efficient solution, JBoss Messaging [20] that will replace JBossMQ in JBoss application

server 5.0 (not available as of the time of writing).

6.4.3 Actuator Subsystem

The Actuator Subsystem has the duty of performing the API calls on the other l\lBeans in

order to adjust the controllable parameters. These parameters are dynamically controllable

and can be tuned at run-time. The same parameters are considered in our simulation

and calibration experiments, where we observe the behavior of the Target System at the

variation of the system configuration.

The controllable parameters are:

Backlog. This parameter represents the maximum queue length for incoming request to

connect sent by an external client. If the request arrives when the queue is full, the

connection is refused. In the JBoss application server the default for this parameter
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is 200.

Application Server Thread Pool Size. This parameter represents the size of the pool

containing the server threads that process client requests. The parameter controls

the maximum number of server thread that can be concurrently running, and thus

the number of requests that can be concurrently executed. In JBoss the default value

is 300.

Database Connection Pool Size. This parameter represents the size of the pool in

which are maintained live connections to the database. The parameter controls the

number of connections that can be concurrently handled by the application server.

In JBoss the default value is 20.

Database Queue Timeout. This parameter represents the maximum time to block

while waiting for a database connection to become available before throwing an

exception. In JBoss the default value for this parameter is 5000.

The server parameters are exposed as management attributes on the QoS-CU Mllean

interface, along with their actual set up. The Actuator modifies the parameters as result

of the tuning policies provided by an external user. In our specific case this user is the

one who runs the calibration experiments. Besides, the parameters could also be modified

according to some internal policies, for instance if the optimal configuration setup were

automatically determined.

6.5 Collected Data and Controllable Parameters Within

the Target System

In Chapter 7 the calibration process is carried out employing the QoS-CU to evaluate

the key parameters of the model and to compare the observed performance with those

predicted by the model.

The key parameters are obtained by data samples gathered from the different sensors.

The sensor position within the Target System is illustrated in Figure 6.9, where numbers

correspond to the key parameters listed in the following list.

1. Total CPU service time, [stcpu]: the observed CPU service time, monitored by the

CPU sensor.

2. Average Memory usage, [UMem]: the memory usage, monitored by the CPU sensor.
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3. Transactional job/Non-transactionaL job service time, [~T' ~NT]: The database ser-

vice times, collected by the entity beans interceptor and the sensor on the database

resource adapter.

4. Probability o] leaving the system Jrom CPU (instead of going to databas ), [,8]:

estimated as:
1

,8=-'avgV' (6.1)

where avgV is the average number of visits that each job makes to the database,

given by the ratio of total number of databa visits (V08) to total numb r of jobs

leaving the system (j):
d = VDB

j
(6.2)

5. ProbabiLity oJ being a transactional job (instead of NT), le]: transactional jobs are

those that terminate wi th commit or roll back, collected by the sensor on the database

resource adapter. () is estimated as the ratio of total transactions (Lx) to total number

of database visits:
txe=-;

vOB
(6.3)

6. Probabilits] oj hav'ing a committed transaction (instead of rolled back transaction),

b]: rate of rolled back transactions, collected by the entity bean interceptor checking

the error code; the same sen or collects data on timed out jobs, , is estimated as

the ratio of total number of committed transactions (c) to total transactions (tx):

c
l' = tx ' (6.4)

7. Jobs arrival rate, [A]: The rate at which job requests from cii nts arrive. The data
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is collected by the Monitoring Subsystem from the Invoker.

8. Total number of CPU jobs, Ucpu]: the total number of job processed by the CPU.

Before leaving the application server, a job visits the CPU at least one time and

again every time it receives a service from the database, until completion. Then the

total number of jobs processed by the CPU is given by the total number of completed

jobs added to the total database visits.

The observed performance metrics are:

RT: response time, which is the time taken by the application server to process an ac-

cepted job;

SuccRT: successful response time, which is the time taken to "successfully" process an

accepted job;

TH: throughput, which is the average number of jobs processed by the application server

per unit of time;

SuccTH: successful throughput, which is the average number of jobs that successfully

complete per unit of time;

PRej: probability of rejection The ratio of jobs that are unsuccessfully processed (un),

due to rejection at the application server queue, database requests that have timed

out or to transactions that have rolled back, to total number of jobs leaving the

system (j):

PR' un
e}=-. ;

}
(6.5)

The term "successful" refers to the fact that the job is not rejected at the application

server queue, nor at the database queue and the related transaction commits. For the

purpose of the calibration process, this term is eventually redefined in Section 7.3.1.

Figure 6.9 also shows the controllable parameters that can be tuned by the Actuator:

K: the Backlog parameter;

M: the Thread Pool Size parameter;

N: the Database Pool Size parameter;

T: the Database Queue Timeout parameter.

During the calibration process, the Actuator provides support in tuning the configu-

ration set-up, so that the effect of the different parameters on the performance can be

examined.
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6.6 Summary

In this chapter we illustrate the implementation of a QoS Control System that enhances

with QoS control functionalities a popular open-source application server, JBoss. The

system is fully integrated in the JBoss application server platform and is capable of mon-

itoring application server performance, as well as modifying its configuration parameters

towards some QoS objectives.

Firstly, we provide an overview of the main technologies employed, describing the inter-

nal structure and the interactions within the Target System. This can be also considered

as an evidence of the concepts defined in Chapter 3, where the system model is analyzed.

Then we discuss the implementation details of the three components that form the QoS

Control System: (a) the QoS-CU MBean, which determines the configuration parameters

need to be tuned and to what values; (b) the Monitor Subsystem, composed by several

sensors which collect data samples from the application server; and (c) the Actuator

Subsystem, which acts on the tuning knobs to vary the configuration of the controllable

parameters.

The QoS Control System will be extensively used in the following chapter (Chapter 7)

during the calibration process for observing a real E-business system over a range of several

system configurations. Using the QoS Control System, we evaluate the key parameters

of the model and collect data on observed performance. The key parameters are then

substituted in the approximate solution and the estimated performance is compared to

the observed one. This will demonstrate that our approximate solution can predict the

performance of the real system and assess the optimal system configuration very accurately.

The QoS Control System can be then used to monitor the application server, to tune

the configuration setup and to accomplish the testing phase for the model calibration

process. To the best of our knowledge this is the only implementation of QoS Control

System for the JBoss application server that, used in combination with the approximate

solution, can estimate the performance and predict the optimal configuration setup.
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Chapter 7

Validation of Approximation
through Calibration

7.1 Introduction

This chapter illustrates the calibration and validation of the analytical approximation

that is presented in Chapter 4. l\Iodel calibration is the process of estimating the static

parameters of a model to obtain a match between observed and estimated behaviour [.16].

Tests are run in order to observe the behaviour of an E-business system of realistic

size and complexity. The static parameters are obtained by data samples collected using

the QoS Control System, described in Chapter 6. These parameters are substituted in

the analytical model and the estimated performance is compared with the observed one

in order to assess the correspondence between our model and the real system.

The E-business system examined here comprises the ECperf application deployed on

the JBoss application server, connected to the Oracle database server. However the ana-

lytical approximation and the calibration process are not tied to a specific technology. The

same methodology could be applied to other application servers or E-business applications.

In this chapter we first describe the Target System and the E-business applicat ion

that we consider and the methodology that we follow in our tests. We also describe the

problems that need to be tackled in calibrating the model. We finally present the experi-

mental results that show a close match between predictions and observations. The graphs

demonstrate that our approximation solution is effective in estimating the performance of

a real system, and also it is precise in predicting the optimal configuration setup.
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7.2 Target System

The E-business system that we consider for the observations is constituted by a J2EE

application, the EGpeT! benchmarking application [59], hosted by a 2-Tier system. This

includes a single application server node, the JBoss application server, and a database, the

Oracle database server, shared among other unknown users. vVe refer to it as the Target

System.

Driver

,-----------------------------,
/ Target System '\

1
JBoss Application ServerIOrder Agents I

I Mfg Agents I
"I Corporate

AI Customer

I Mfg

*-_....J_-+-_-+ ....I Supplier

Corporate DB

Customer DB

EJB Container

Mfg DB

Emulator
Servlet

... ,,-----------------------------~
Figure 7.1: Target System with ECperf Environment

ECperf is the benchmark for measuring performance and scalability of E-busin ss sy -

tems built by Sun in conjunction with J2EE application server vendors. It is a publicly

available industry-standard benchmark, built and maintained by the industry itself. Be-

sides, it has a particular attraction of not having been tailored to any specific v ndor.~
The application design reflects the state of the art in the design and implementation of

distributed applications [9]. For this reason it was taken up by the Standard Performance

Evaluation Corporation (SPEC) to develop the SPEGjAppServer [52] for the standardized

suite of benchmarking applications with application server focus.

ECperf has been mainly chosen because it has the characteristics of realistic enterpris

application for a global corporation. The series of simulated events that repres nt th

the business problem modelled are based on manufacturing, supply chain management

and order/inventory, all of them requiring the use of many middleware services, such as

distributed transactions, naming services, fault-tolerance, caching, object persistence and

resource pooling. These services of application servers are specifically exercised by the

application workload.

Note that ECperf is used as an illustrative complex E-business application that drives

load on the application server, rather than a real benchmarking application that assess the

performance. For this reason we will omit to mention ECperf reports in our discussion.
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Figure 7.1 illustrates the Target System and its ECperf environment. The workload is

generated by the ECperf Supplier Emulator and the Driver. The former is implemented

as a Java servlet in a separate web container and simulates the interactions of the sys-

tem with suppliers sending and receiving purchase orders to/from suppliers. The Driver

spawns a variable number of threads that represent clients sending requests to the Target

System. Two types of threads are generated: the Order Agents, which simulate customer

operations such as place orders, make changes, check the order status; and the Manufac-

turing Agents, which simulate manufacturing facilities, such as manage work orders or

production outputs. At the end of every run the Driver generates reports recording the

relevant statistics. Both the Driver and the Supplier Emulator are separated from the

Target System.

MANIFACTURING D. CUSTOMER DOMAIN

Manufacturing Application Order Entry Application
Transactions: Transactions:
• Schedule Work Order - • Place Order
• Update Work Order • Change Order
• Complete Work Order • Get Order Status
• Create Large Order • Cancel Order

T I
SUPPLIER DOMAL~ CORPORATE DOMAIN

Interactions with Suppliers Customer, Supplier and Parts
Infonnation

Transactions: -Transactions:

• Send Purchase Order • Check Credit

• Deliver Purchase Order • Get Percent Discount
• New Customer

Figure 7.2: ECperf Domains and Main Transactions

The core of the application is represented by the EJBs deployed on the application

server container. These EJBs implement the logical entities that describe the distinct

business sphere of operations. They reproduce the four domains of the business model

with their own transactions: the Customer Domain, handling customer orders and inter-

actions; the Manufacturing Domain, performing manufacturing of widgets and production

line operations; the Supplier Domain, handling interactions with external suppliers; the

Corporate Domain, managing the data of customers, products and suppliers. Figure 7.2

presents the different domains with their main transactions. All data access operations

use entity beans which are mapped to tables in the database. Both container and bean

managed persistence is supported.

A relational database is used for data persistence. In order to conform the ECperf
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specifications we have replaced Hypersonic, the JBoss default database, with the Oracle

database because the former does not support distributed transactions, which are funda-

mental in ECperf operations.

The Driver sends requests to the Target System in the form of units of work, which

initiate the business transactions involving one or more remote method calls to the EJBs.

Each high level action, such as customer making a new order or a manufacturer updating

the status of an existing order, is defined as a business operation. The arrival rate of

requests is directly related to the chosen Injection Rate (IR) that refers to the rate at which

business transaction requests from the Driver are injected into the Target System. An IR

increase causes the arrival rate increase. To stress the ability of the application server

to handle concurrent sessions, the ECperf requires a minimum number of Order Agent

threads equal to 5 * I R. The number remains constant over the course of a benchmark

run. The Manufacturing Agent scales in a similar manner, the number of threads in this

case is equal to 3 * I R. For instance, if I R = 30, the number of Order Agent threads is

5 * I R = 150 and 3 * I R = 90 is the number of Manufacturing Agent threads. The result is

a total of 150+ 90 = 240 simulated customers concurrently running and sending requests

to the application server.

7.3 Calibration and Testing Phase

\Ve define Testing Phase as the process of running the experiment and collecting data

samples at the end of the run. In order to prove our concepts we run a series of experi-

ments tuning the system configuration. As mentioned in Chapter 3, the application server

is provided with tunable "knobs" or configuration parameters that can be dynamically

adjusted at server run-time to optimize the performance. For our experiments we take

into consideration the following parameters:

M: the Thread Pool Size parameter which controls the maximum number of application

server threads concurrently running;

N: the Database Pool Size parameter which controls the maximum number of open

database connections. These connections are the physical entities representing the

database servers in the analytical model;

T: the Database Queue Timeout parameter which sets the maximum time to block while

waiting for a database connection to become available before throwing an exception.

At the beginning of each run, we set the configuration to certain values and start the

process along with the ECperf Driver. All this can be done connecting to the QoS-CU
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Mllean interface which lists the Start Testing Phase method among the several manage-

ment operations, as described in Section 6.4.1.

At Testing Phase the QoS-CU gathers data samples that define the key parameters of

the model. Data samples are collected when the system is at steady state. At the end of

the steady state, a report file (QoS.data) is saved in the application server log directory.

Length of the Testing Phase, length of the Steady State interval, position of the report

file within the file systems are all attributes exposed on the QoS-CU I\IBean interface.

The data used to derive the key parameters are collected by means of the I\lonitor

Subsystem using several sensors within the Target System, as it is described in Chapter 6.

For the purpose of calibrating the model, those key parameters are substituted in the

analytical approximation and estimates of the performance metrics are obtained. Esti-

mates are then compared with the performance metrics observed at Testing Phase, the

validation of the accuracy is discussed in section 7.4. The list of the data samples col-

lected by the sensors and the performance metrics considered for comparison are specified

in Section 6.5.

7.3.1 Problems Tackled in Calibrating the Model

During the calibration process, several problems need to be tackled. These problems

mainly raise because both the benchmarking application and application server are open

source applications. Sometimes the problem are due to poor code writing (like we would

consider in JBoss the Timeout Effect illustrated in Section 7.3.1.4), sometimes due to the

nature of the application (like the ECPerf case discussed in Section 7.3.1.1). This section

lists the problems and how they have been dealt with.

It is worth noting that the differences between the analytical model and the real system

are addressed with workarounds that exclude the alteration of the analytical model. We

have made this choice so that the analytical model remains general, rat her than reviewing

our model to closely match the specific technology used for our experiments

7.3.1.1 Application Server External Queue

ECperf, being a tool for benchmarking, is designed to test the Target System performance

under heavy workload. In testing, it excludes from the Target System the network and

the external connections, behaving as if there is an infinite queue of jobs. Whereas our

analytical model more realistically regards the application server with an external queue,

where connection requests queue until a server thread becomes available.

Furthermore, we have observed that when an ECperf emulated client obtains a con-

nection with a server thread, it holds it until the end of run sending a continuous stream
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of jobs. If the number of clients is bigger than the number of server threads, the discarded

clients are ignored. Otherwise, if the number is smaller, some server threads are idle and

excluded from the computation. In either case the external queue becomes meaningless.

This differs from our model, where a new job entering the system is taken directly from

the external queue by the first server thread available; at the end of the computation the

job leaves the system and the thread is freed.

Adapting the activities of the benchmarking application to our model could alter

ECperf functions. Moreover, network congestion problems can affect the rejection as

well as application server congestion, therefore an effective evaluation of the probability of

rejection could be done only at the client side, there where the error to connect becomes

evident. But this approach is invasive of the client space, since it implies the development

of a sensor at the client side or at the JBoss client proxy, in either cases the sensor is

installed in the client address space.

However we observe that at the steady state, when all the threads are active, there is a

continuos stream of jobs sent by each client. Besides these jobs are sent in a synchronous

manner, directly connecting to the server threads. This is a close approximation of the

infinite pool of jobs case of our analytical model. Therefore we decide to only take into

account the analytical approximation case with Poolo] Jobs = 00 and exclude the external

queue from the observation of performance values.

The result is that there is no rejection at the application server external queue.

1.3.1.2 Server Thread Overhead

Although the server thread is busy serving the stream of jobs coming from the same client,

it experiences some idle time while terminating the process of a job and starting a new

one. This is due to client think time, which is made relevant because of the synchronous

nature of the client-server connection in ECperf benchmark. The server threads are always

observed as being active by the monitor subsystem, and the idle interval is negligible for

a small number of server threads. On the other hand, if we consider a larger number of

threads, the overhead accumulates, in fact the idle intervals become evident when there

are more than 200 server threads running. As consequence, the overhead affects the model

estimates of the performance, as it is shown in Figure 7.13.

Our solution to this is to register the thread overhead and include the observed value to

the model estimates. Therefore we replace the Equation 4.15 that computes the response

time in Chapter 4
Lw=-;T (7.1)
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with

W=L-o;
T

(7.2)

where ° is the ratio between the total overhead and the observation period.

7.3.1.3 Observability of CPU and Disk

The computation subsystem shown in Chapter 4 is made of the physical resources CPU

and Disk. While specific sensors for CPU and Disk monitoring are likely to be available on

larger commercial application servers, the open source JBoss application server does not

expose the parameters related to these resources, they can be retrieved only monitoring

the operating system of the node hosting the application server. The monitoring requires

an intrusive sensor into the kernel in order to detect the jobs routing among these resources

and the service time the job receives cycling among the resources.

For our experiments we have used a server node running the Linux OS, then we have

implemented our own sensor. The application server itself is one of the hundreds of

processes running on the kernel, it has the same PID as the JVI\I and it does not indicate

the children processes, which could be the server threads or the single jobs circulating in

the system.

This makes difficult the task of collecting detailed samples on service time and number

of cycles per job and for this reason we have considered a further approximation for the

computation subsystem, as it is described in Section 4.3.1. As we observe with the vali-

dation process illustrated in the following section, the approximation results are accurate

even with this modification.

7.3.1.4 Timeout Effect

As per our model, a job waits in the database queue to obtain a connection; if its timeout

expires, the job is rejected and leaves the system. Instead, JBoss developers have imple-

mented a retry policy at the database connection queue, by which timed out jobs are not

directly rejected, but reinserted back in the queue. As illustrated in Figure 7.3, when the

timeout expires the job should leave the system. Yet the specific JBoss implementation

allows the job to re-enter the queue for three times rearranging its order. This has been

done for efficiency, in order to discard a smaller number of jobs, however an adequate

tuning of the timeout value produces the same effect. This behaviour is specific to JBoss

and differs from our model. It has two side effects: it reduces the number of rejected jobs

and it reshuffles the database queue.

If reality were to reflect our model then the number of reinserted jobs would ideally be
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Figure 7.3: Timeout Effect on the Database Queue

zero. The reason for this is that the server thread puts the timed out job straight back

into the queue, making the queue always full (in the long term this would overload the

database and let more jobs time out). While in our model the timed out job disappears,

the server thread gets free and admits a new job for computation, in the meanwhile a new

job has the time to join the database queue and being served.

However, we have observed that the default Timeout parameter, T = 5000ms in JBoss

3.2.3, is large enough that only few jobs timeout and rejoin the queue. Besides, a higher

setting (T = 30000ms) is also recommended by the same JBoss developers [19]. The ratio

of timed out jobs is approximately 8% of the overall database accesses, as it is shown in

Figure 7.12. This means that a small number of jobs is rejected at the database queue,

even with a heavy workload. Therefore the distortion can be deemed negligible.

Finally, after the considerations on the Timeout Effect. and the application server ex-

ternal queue, the term "successful job" is re-d fined as the job which related transaction

commits, while rejection at the application server and database queues is omitt d.

7.4 Experimental Results

In this section we compare the performance metrics estimated by the model with those

observed on the real system with the purpo e of demonstrate the accuracy of our analytical

model.

Figure 7.4 shows the environment set up employed for our experiments. Th applicat ion

server used is JBoss 3.2.3, deployed on a Pentium 4 3.00 GEz PC with 5l2t\IB of RAt\I

running Linux Fedora Core release 4. The database server used is Oracle 9i (actual version

9.2.0.1.0), deployed on a Pentium 3 93ll\lHz PC with 1 GB of RAt\I running R dEat 7.3.

The ECperf client is deployed on a Pentium 4 2.80 GHz PC with 1GB of RAM running

Fedora Core release 5. The LAN used for the experiments is a 100 l\Ibp Ethernet.

[I, is worth noticing that our analytical approximation and the calibration proce s arc
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Figure 7.4: Experimental Environment

not tied to a specific technology. The same methodology could be appli d to any oth r

application server. The only requirements are: (a) the presenc of erver knobs that can

be used for tuning the system settings and (b) support for a monitor component capable

of evaluating the static parameters of the model.

For the scope of this thesis we demonstrate the validity of our approach employing

JBoss, however other application servers could be used, such as IBM Websphere [16]'

Oracle OC4J [47] and BEA Weblogic [4], just to quote the most well known. The same

applies to the workload application, here we employ ECperf but Trade 2 from IBM [15],

or Sun's Java Pet Store application [58] are equally effective.

The experiments are conducted running ECperf with Injection Rate I R = 30, which

translates into 120 ECperf clients, as explained in Section 7.2. We ob erve the b haviour

of the Target System under different system configuration, specifically tuning the number

of application server threads (1\I) and the number of open database connections (N).

The Timeout (T) variable is set to the JBoss default value T = 5000m throughout the

experiments.

There are four sets of experiments that are organized as follows. Th first two s is show

the behaviour of the Target System at the variation of 'I. The purpose of th s exp rimcnts

is to quantify the effect of number of application server thread on the performance of the

system. In the first set, the system configuration is analogous to the experiments that

validate the approximation through simulation, in hapter 5. In the second s t, the system

configuration is adjusted to higher values, similar to those used by default in .IBos . The

last two sets of experiments show varying in a similar manner. The third set ref! cts
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the system configuration used in Chapter 5, while the final one pr sents higher settings.

7.4.1 Tuning the Thread Pool Size Parameter

Response Time vs No. of AS Threads M [N = 10. T = 5000J
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Figure 7.5: Response Time as Function of AI, N = 10, T = 5000

In the first set of experiments. 1\1 is varied in the range [1, ... ,50]' while is kept

constant at N = 10. This configuration is the same as the one used in the first et

of simulation experiments. except for the static parameters that are derived from the

calibration process.

In Figure 7.5 the average response time is plotted against M, As we can see, the response

time estimated by the approximation (ApproximatedRT) remains nearly identical to the

response time observed on the real system (ObservedRT) and both increase with 1\1. This

is clearly due to increased concurrency as more threads. each with a job, compete for the

same resources, slowing down the performance.

Figure 7.6 shows the average Successful Response Time that takes into consideration

only those jobs which transactions end with a commit, no rejection at the application

server queue or at the database queue is included. As we can see the Approximated and

Observed values are very close, even if not uniformly, but with the plots criss-crossing ach

other.

The same match between Approximated and Observed valu s can be seen m Figure
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Successful Throughput vs No. of AS Threads M [N = 10, T = 5000]
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7.7 and Figure 7.8 representing the average throughput and successful throughput, respec-

tively.

\Ve observe that, when all servers are busy most of the time, the throughput reaches a

maximum achievable value T11WX, that is approximately 0.03jobs/sec reached wh n NI =
30, Further increases of M make no difference to the average number of jobs process d,

while the average response time boosts because of a higher number of jobs present.

It is worth noticing that the effect of timed out requests (discussed in Section 7.3.l.4)

is effectively minimized. In the experiment we use the default value of timeout at the

database queue, which in JBoss is T = 5000ms, that is large enough to allow all the

requests to obtain a connection before their timeout expires. The probability of rejection,

plotted in Figure 7.9, reveals some disagreement at small values of I\I (/If = 1.!II = 5),

everywhere else instead is very clo e.

The second set of experiments shows a system configuration same as the .J Boss default

value, which sets M = 300 and N = 20. In our tests, while N is kept constant, the value

of M is varied in the range [100, ... ,300J.

The values of approximated and observed response time illustrated in Figur 7,10 are

once more very close. Here we observe again that the response time progressively increases

as the number of server threads increases, this trend is gradual lip to AI = 200, while it
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boosts in the range [200, .... 250] and then stops when M = 250.

At the same time we show in the graph the number of threads that are idle, if any. In

our experiments we also consider this case, in order to demonstrate the adverse effect that

idle threads occupying resources have on the performance.

Indeed the idle threads make the difference. Some of the threads are idle with M = 250

and just there we observe an increase in response time of more than 2000ms. This is due

to the memory space occupied by those threads sitting idle. Besides, when 1\1 = 300, while

in the approximated value the trend is constant, in the observed one it slightly drops. Th

reason is that in the real system we observe that few idle threads activate and accept

some of the incoming jobs. This cuts the overhead influence (defined in Section 7.3.1.2)

and speeds up the job processing. Nevertheless, the difference between approximation and

observation is less than 1000ms.
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Figure 7.11: Response Time (including Timeout Jobs) as Function of /If, N = 20, T = 5000

In Figure 7.11 we can see the approximated successful response time compared with the

observed response time. Observed successful response time sets higher than approximated

because timed out jobs are inserted back into th queue and the timeout delay adds up

to the response time. While, as explained in the previous section, in our model those jobs

are rejected straight away.

However, the ratio of timeout requests is approximately 0.08 over the total number of
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database accesses, so only few of them are timed out. Except that these job experience

a large response time, since the total waiting time at the database queue is made of the

waiting time before timeout, i.e. T = 5000ms and the time after rejoining the queue.

If we exclude those jobs from the calculation of the observed successful response time,

then we observe that the gap is reduced and the approximation again verifies the observa-

tion values, as it is shown in Figure 7.12. Nevertheless the timeout jobs are still causing

a small distortion. due to the queue being re-shuffled, but in this case the difference is of

less than 1000ms.

The throughput and successful throughput plots, presented in Figure 7.13 and Figure

7.14 respectively, show how close the estimates of the approximation value are to the r ality

of the observation value. Here again the idle server threads are making the difference, as

previously seen for the response time. In Figure 7.10 we observed a boost in respon: e time

when M > 200, at the same point here we observe a collapse in number of jobs proces ed

per unit of time. The performance is degrading because of the memory space occupied by

those threads sitting idle.

In Figure 7.13 we also notice the influence of the overhead, described in Section 7.3.1.2,

with the discrepancy increasing as the number of server threads increases. If the overhead

were null, then the resulting throughput, named here Little's Law TH, would be higher
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The probability of rejection shown in Figure 7.15 confirms the validation of the ap-

proximation.

7.4.2 Tuning the Database Pool Size Parameter

In the third set of experiments we keep constant the value of server threads and vary

the number of available database connections, with the purpose of quantify the off et of

number of database connections on the performance of the system.

In this case, the system configuration is the same as the one used in the second set 0['

experiments in Chapter 5, where 1\1 is constant at M = 50, while N varies in the range

[1, ... , 50]. The static parameters instead are derived from the calibration process.

We notice the same behaviour seen in Chapter 5: with addition of database connections

the system performance improves. as consequence of decreased response time and increased

throughput. shown in Figure 7.16 and Figure 7.18 respectively. The upgrade stops at a

certain point, beyond which adding more database connections ceases to make a difference.

For the present configuration thi point is N = 5, but increasing the number of server

threads, as we observe in the final set of experiments, the optimum number of connections

become larger. The successful throughput in Figure 7.19 shows again th accuracy of the

approximate solution.
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The final set of experiments confirms the previous observations. IIere again N is varied

in the range [10, ... ,50]' while the number of server threads is set to a larger value,

AI = 200.

In this case the optimum number of database connections is N = 30, adding more

connections becomes even more detrimental. This is clearly illustrated in Figure 7.21

and Figure 7.23 respectively, where, beyond that point, the response tim increases of

approximately 1000ms and the throughput decreases. Also the successful throughput

shown in Figure 7.24 presents exactly the same behaviour.

It is worth noting that the approximate solution predicts the optimal number of

database connections very accurately in both cases, either M = 50 or Af = 200. In

the two lasts sets of experiments, the largest difference between estimates and observa-

tions is approximately 1000ms seen in Figure 7.22 that illustrate the successful response

time. The discrepancy again is due to the timeout effect of reshuffling the database qu uc,

it is negligible instead when AI = 50, as illustrated in 7.17. The same timeout effect

disturbs the probability of rejection graphs, in Figure 7.20 and Figure 7.25.
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7.5 Summary of Observations

In summary, the following significant observations can be made after the experiments.

• It is possible and also beneficial to optimally tune the target system. The optimal

tuning is a balance among the different configuration parameters.

• There is an optimal number of database connections that can be used and this de-

pends on the number of application server threads. For instance, in the configuration

set-up of Figure 7.7 we show that, if the number of database connection is set low

(N = 10) the number of application server threads is optimally set to M = 30. Above

this value the throughput remains flat, since the average number of processed jobs

is constant, while the average response time increases linearly because of a higher

number of concurrent threads competing for the same resources.

• Providing an excess of resources is not always advantageous. In particular, a surplus

of server threads can be detrimental for performance. For instance, in Figure 7.10

we notice some server threads sitting idle and slowing down the system.

• Also over-provisioning of database resources is not recommended. A bigger number

of database connections can improve performance up to a certain point. Beyond this

point, opening more connections becomes detrimental, since the average response

time increases and the throughput decreases. This estimate is particularly important

in case of database server shared among different application servers in a cluster, since

it allows optimal allocation of database resources. For instance, in our configuration

set-up the optimal number of database connections is set to N = 30. If more

connections are provided response time and throughput start to deteriorate, as it is

shown in Figure 7.21 and Figure 7.23 respectively.

• The Timeout Effect, illustrated in Section 7.3.1.4, influences our estimate since the

database queue is re-shuffled. However the impact can be minimized by using a

high setting for the timeout value. In our experiments we use the JBoss default

value, T = 5000ms and we observe that a small ratio of database requests timeout.

Besides, JBoss best practice recommends even higher settings.

• The experiments enhance the simulated results in Chapter 5. There again we ob-

served that a small number of threads can limit the performance of the application

server by serializing much of the processing, whereas a big number can consume

resources and increase contention, again reducing the server performance.
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• The model estimates of average response time, throughput and successful throughput

are almost exact; there are some discrepancies in estimating successful response time

and probability of rejection, mainly due to the Timeout Effect .

• In the overall, the approximation solution predicts the optimal system configuration

very accurately. Therefore, there is no need of time consuming experiments running

workload tests on a real system, our analytical approximation can be used to optimize

the system configuration without employing the experimental approach. Once the

model is calibrated, it is possible to simply use our analytical approximation (a)

to carry out the capacity planning process of a real system, (b) to estimate the

performance trend and (c) the optimal configuration setup for a given load and a

given set of resources.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

This thesis has addressed the issue of estimating and controlling performance of E-business

systems. An analytical model has been designed to evaluate performance in terms of mea-

surable and controllable parameters. By means of simulation, the approximate solution

derived from the model has been proven to be accurate. A working solution for a QoS

Control system has been provided. This system monitors and collects the key parame-

ters of the model and controls the configuration setup of a real world E-business system.

Experimental results have demonstrated that the approximation solution is effective in es-

timating the performance of a real E-business system and it precisely predicts the optimal

configuration set-up.

In this chapter we summarise the achievements and we also propose some potential

developments for future research.

8.1 Summary of Achievements

The main objective of this thesis is to design a performance model for estimating and

controlling QoS of E-business systems.

To approach this, we have analyzed the activities within an E-business system by

representing these in an abstract yet realistic manner. \Ve have identified the various

aspects that influence the system performance and we have postulated a set of rules which

govern the interaction between the different components.

The outcome has been a model that allows evaluation of performance metrics in terms

of measurable or controllable parameters. The model captures the behaviour of a large

class of E-business systems, since it is not tied to a specific technology. Besides, it is

sufficiently detailed to take into account the essential system features and simple enough

to be analytically and numerically tractable.

Through analysis of the model, we have obtained an usable and efficient approximate
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solution that returns the QoS metrics of interest. The accuracy of this solution has been

evaluated by comparing the model estimates to those obtained from simulations. Further-

more, we have examined the effect of several controllable parameters on the performance

of the system with a series of numerical and simulation experiments. We have observed

that:

• The approximate solution is almost exact in predicting the performance of the sys-

tem, with some discrepancies shown only close to the saturation point of the system.

• The approximate solution tends to be pessimistic, overestimating the response time

and underestimates the throughput.

• The model is more accurate in predicting the successful throughput than the total

one.

• From the performance point of view, an optimal number of thread exists and it

depends on the average service times at the CPU, disk and database servers.

• The system performance improves with the addition of database servers, but only

up to a point. Beyond that, adding more database service capacity ceases to make

a difference and the "extra servers are not utilized.

The subsequent step has been to investigate to what extent the model is matching the

reality, comparing the estimated performance to those observed on an E-business system

of realistic complexity.

The E-Business system that we have considered for the observations is constituted by

a J2EE application (the ECper/ benchmarking application), the JBoss application server

and a database server. On the purpose of quantifying both the static parameters of the

model and the observed performance, we have implemented a QoS Control system which

monitors the JBoss application server and controls its configuration parameters.

Then we have calibrated the model to assess the correspondence of the model with a

real system. \Ve have run several sets of experiments in order to observe the behaviour

of a real E-business system and to evaluate the static parameters. These parameters have

been substituted in the approximate solution and the estimated performance has been

compared to the observed ones. The comparison shows that the approximate solution is

almost exact in predicting the performance and it assesses the optimal system configuration

very accurately.

The solution we have found can be used in order:

• to predict the performance of a system under given or assumed loading conditions,

establishing operating baselines and trends;
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• to determine the capacity to allocate so that peak workloads can be serviced;

• to identify system bottlenecks;

• to choose optimal settings for certain controllable parameters with respect to speci-

fied performance measures.

8.2 Future Work

In this section we propose some potential development that could stem out from our work.

8.2.1 Self-Adaptive Single Machine Controller Unit

The QoSCU, described in Chapter 6, can be extended to become a Self-Adaptive Control

Unit.

The model will be used as analytical foundation for the QoSCU running on the Target

System described in Chapter 7. The QoSCU will be extended to include the approximate

solution and compute the optimnm configuration set-up at run time, while data from the

monitor subsystem are collected. The Control Subsystem will periodically compare the

actual performance to the expected ones. If any violation is detected, the system will

improve its performance with an automatic fine tuning of the application server, using

the approximate solution to determine the best configuration with respect to specified

performance measures.

A set of optimal system configuration could be provided, or it could be gradually

discovered by means of experiments, for instance extending the Testing Phase to include

more configuration setup. Also the set of optimal configurations could be provided by

an algorithm, such as the Hill Climbing Algorithm adopted by [38]. With this algorithm,

from the default configuration, all neighbour configurations are examined (a neighbour

configuration is dened as the configuration in which the value of one of the parameters

is incremented by moving one step). For every possible neighbour configuration, a local

function is estimated to compute the achieved QoS. The configuration with the largest QoS

is selected as the next one to examine and the process repeats itself from that configuration.

The search continues until either no improvement can be made or a limit on the maximum

number of hops is reached.

8.2.2 Self-Learning (Autonomic) Controller Unit

It is possible to enhance the Controller Unit from a computational controller, which mon-

itors the performance and computes the best parameter configuration, to a self-learning
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Controller Unit, which will memorize the different conditions it experiences and the strate-

gies it applies. In future, if some conditions will repeat, the same strategy will be applied

again without any further computation. With this approach the system will become able

to self learn the strategies used time by time, recording in a database table all the different

cases.

This type of system can be classified as Autonomic System., which monitors, experi-

ments with, tunes its own parameters and learns how to make appropriate choices about

keeping functions, just "as muscles become stronger through exercise and the brain modifies

its circuity during learning" [27].

8.2.3 Single Machine Controller Unit in a Cluster

The model could also be extended to describe a cluster of nodes. With regard to the

Data Tier, traditionally it employs a shared-nothing architecture which does not support

replication. Whereas at the Business Tier, the cluster can be made up of a set of nodes,

each of them representing an instance of the application server engine,

On the basis of the logical tiers mentioned in Chapter 3, we have three main architec-

tures for a cluster [60].

Figure 8.1 illustrates the first architecture, Nodes Hosting Both WS and AS, where

a specific load balancer is used to distribute the load b tween the cluster nodes, which

host both the web server (WS) and the application server (AS) tiers. Load balancers

come in different flavours, hardware based, software based, or a combination of the two.

Load balancing policies, such as Round Robin, are the algorithms used to implement the

distribution of the requests among the nodes.

ARCHITECTURE 1

Node3

Figure 8.1: Cluster of Nodes Hosting Both WS and AS

Figure 8.2 illustrates the second architecture, Cluster oj AS. where a single web server is

located in a different node in respect of the cluster of application servers. The web server
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here acts as single points of entry into the cluster and as traffic directors to individual

application servers for the business logic computation.

ARCHITECTURE 2

Figure 8.2: Cluster of AS

Figure 8.3 illustrates the third architecture, Cluster of WS and cluster of AS, where the

load balancer distributes the load between a cluster of web servers, which in turn redirect

the traffic to a cluster of application servers. This case is the combination of the previous

two architectures, therefore the same considerations valid there, will hold true.

ARCHITECTURE 3

Figure 8.3: Cluster of WS and Cluster of AS

The E-business system has to grant that a number of QoS guarantees are met in the

provisioning of the services. Let's consider the metrics to meet as the Total Target of the

system. The Global Controller Unit will work out the control actions that are carried out

in order to maintain the target. In the case of a cluster, the Global CV will divide the

target in Local Targets that must be maintained by the Local CV of the cluster. It may

happen that a Local CV will not bear the load, therefore it will solicit a lower target to the

Global CV, which, on his behalf, will asses new Local Targets or re-negotiates the Global

Target. This idea is represented in Figure 8.4

The analytical foundation of the Controller V nit has been designed for a single instance

of an application server node, connected to a single instance of database. This represents

a special case, i.e. when the Total Target matches the Local Target and the Global CU

coincides with the Local CU. The single instance model can be easily extended to the

cluster under the following conditions:
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Figure 8.4: Targets and Control Units

• If it is a homogeneous cluster, so that all the nodes of the cluster have the same

hardware characteristics;

• if the cluster is ttniformly managed (or has a "homogeneous deployment"), so that

all the nodes provide the same services.

Under these conditions, the approximations to consider are concerned with load and

session.

The approximation concerning load should be applied to the first cluster architecture,

since the requests directed to some nodes of the cluster can be for static content only

whereas other requests may involve considerable transaction and E-business activity. This

is not the case of the second cluster architecture, where the load distributed among the

application server nodes is made of business-specific requests, therefore the traffic presents

an uniform usage pattern.

Single Node Multiple Nodes
Ctrl. Unit Ctrl. Unit

1 1
Single Node Multiple Nodes
Self Learning Self Learning

Ctrl. Unit Ctrl. Unit

Figure 8.5: Potential Evolution Process

The approximation concerning session occurs because the access to a web service is

commonly organized in form of client session, consisting of many individual requests, such

as browse, search, select and pay. An analysis of the customer behaviour [39] shows that

different categories of clients exists. For instance, considering the case of a web store, there

are occasional CUstomers, clients who simply search for information on existing products
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but end up not buying and heavy buyers, customers who instead have a higher probability

of buying. The two categories introduce different load on the cluster nodes, in all the cluster

architectures. However, one could observe that, in the long run, the "error" introduced

by the approximation should be trivial.

Naturally, the same conclusions can be extended to the Self-Learning (Autonomic)

Control Unit, which self-learning functions can be enhanced to include the cluster nodes.

The potential development that we suggest are summarized in Figure 8.5, which illus-

trates the overall evolution process.
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Appendix A

Octave Code

This appendix describes the code that implements the approximation solution. For this

implementation we have used the GNU Octave, a high-level language for solving linear and

nonlinear problems numerically. Three Octave functions constitute the implementation:

applic(), appDB() and appT().

function [ts,tu,w,sw,ps) = applic(k,q,lambda,xi,b,pr)

(2) p = [zeros(I,k+q(I»,I];
(3) tl = zerost l .k-l-qf l.j ):
(4) to = zerosf Lk-l-qt Ij};
(5) SY= zeros(l,k+q(I»;
(6) j = min(q(l),[l:k+q(I)]);
(7) for i=k+q(I):-I:1
(8) [t1(i),tO(i),sY(i)] = appDB(U(i),q(2)],xi,b,pr);
(9) p(i) = p(i+l)*(tl(i)+tO(i»/lambda;
(10) end
(11) p = p/sum(p);
(12) L = p*[O:k+q(I)]';
(13) t = lambda*(I-p(k+q(I}+1»;
(14) w = L/t;
(15) ts = p([2:k+q(I)+1])*t1';
(16) tu = p([2:k+q(I)+1])*tO';
(17) ps = ts/lambda;
(18) je = [1:k+q(I)] - j;
(19) P = p/(I-p(k+q(I)+I»;
(20) p = p([I:k+q(I)]);
(21) sw = (je/t + Sy)*p';

Figure A.I: Octave Code for applicO Function

The Octave function applicO in Figure A.I is the main function of the approximate

solution. The input parameters are are:

• k, which is the external queue size;

• the vector q[m, n], which provides m and n respectively the number of application

server threads and database servers;
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• the job arrival rate lambda;

• the timeout rate ~ at the database queue;

• the vector b[bo, b1, b21, b221, where bo is the total CPU time consumed, b1 is the disk

time, b21 the database service time for non-transactional jobs and b22 service time

for transactional jobs;

• the vector of probabilities p[o:, {3, 0, ,I, 0: is the probability for a job of leaving the

CPU, {3 is the probability for a job of leaving the system, 0 is the probability of

being a transactional job, and, is the probability of committing the transaction;

The output parameters are:

• the throughput of successful jobs, ts;

• the throughput of unsuccessful jobs, tu;

• the average response time, w;

• the average successful response time, sw;

Line 2-5: Initialize the vector of steady state probabilities, p, and the conditional suc-

cessful, tI, the unsuccessful throughputs, to, and rate of successful jobs.

Line 6-10: Being J the number of active jobs in the system, then the balance equations

of Equation 4.8, are solved by calling the function appDBO shown in Figure A.2.

Line 11: The vector of probabilities is normalized, since they all add up to 1 (Po+ ... +PJ =

1).

Line 12: Given the steady state probabilities by the vector p, it is possible to compute

the average number of jobs in the system, as solved by the Equation 4.11.

Line 14: The average system throughput is equal to Awhen the external queue is un-

bounded, otherwise, when the queue is bounded at level K, the throughput is computed

by equation Equation 4.13.

Line 15: The average response time is obtained from Little's result, as it is denoted by

Equation 4.15.

Line 16-17: The successful and unsuccessful throughputs are computed, considering that

some of the database requests can timeout or some transactions can roll back, as it is

defined by Equations 4.16 and 4.17

Line 18-19: When the external queue is bounded, some incoming jobs are rejected, in

which case, the probability of rejection is defined by Equation 4.14

Line 19-21: The average successful response time is computed, considering the size of

the external queue and the number of successful jobs.
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function [tl,tO,sw) = appDB(q,xi,b,pr)
(2) p = [zeros(l,q(I)),lj;
(3) if «pr(2) == 1) I (pr(2) == 0»
(4) tau = pr(I);
(5) else
(6) tau = pr(3)*pr(2)*log(l/pr(2»/(I-pr(2»;
(7) end
(8) b2 = (1-tau)*b(3) + tau*b(4);
(9) ser = min(q(I)-[0:q(I)],q(2»;
(10) que = max(q(1)-q(2)-[0:q(I)],0);
(11) for i=q(l):-l:l
(12) denom = ser(i)/b2 + que(i)*xi;
(13) p(i) = p(i+1)*(1-pr(2»*appT(i,b(1),b(2),pr(2»/denom;
(14) end
(15) p = p/sumfp);
(16) tl = 0;
(17) to = 0;
(18) te = 0;
(19) for i=O:q(l)
(20) thrl = pr(2)*appT(i,b(I),b(2),pr(2» + tau*pr(4)*ser(i+1)/b2;
(21) thrO = que(i+l)*xi + tau*(1-pr(4»*ser(i+1)/b2;
(22) t1 = tl + p(i+1)*thrl;
(23) to = to + p(i+1)*thrO;
(24) te = tc + p(i+1)*appT(i,b(I),b(2),pr(2»;
(25) end
(26) Le = p*[O:q(l)]';
(27) we = Lc/tc;
(28) qd = p*que';
(29) wd = qd/«1-pr(2»*tc);
(30) sw = (we + (1-pr(2»*(wd/(1+xi*wd) + b2»/pr(2);

Figure A.2: Octave Code for appDBO Function

The Octave function appDBO in Figure A.2 is called by the main function applicO

and is used to solve the balance equations in Equation 4.8. The input parameters are:

• the vector q[m, nl;

• the timeout rate €;

• the vector of probabilities p[Q,,8, 9, I'l, Q;

The output parameters are:

• to throughputs of unsuccessful jobs;

• tl throughputs of successful jobs;

• sw estimate of the average successful rsponse time;

Line 2: initialize vector of probabilities Pk

Lines 3 - 7: compute the fraction T of database visits that are transactions. If the
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probability {3 of leaving the system is 0 or 1 then T = {3, otherwise

fJ{3 1
T= --In-.

1-{3 {3

as shown in Equation 4.5.

Line 8: The overall average database service time bz, i.e. l/v, depends on the service

time of database visits that are Transactions, b22, and Non-Transactions, b21, and it is

given by Equation 4.6:

I/v = (1 - T) * b22 + T * b21

Line 9 - 14: At the steady state there are J active jobs in the system, the state of

the network is described by k, which indicates the number of jobs at the computation

subsystem, and J - k, that indicates the number of jobs at the database subsystem. The

probability Pk, (k = O... J) that the network is in state k satisfies the balance equations in

Equation 4.4, where:

• min(J - k, n) is the number of jobs at the database, Le. total number of busy

database servers, where J = m and k = [0: m] (for instance, if m = 1, ser = [1,0])

(represented by vector at Line g);

• max(J - n - k, 0) is the number of jobs in the database queue (represented by vector

at Line 10);

• tk is the throughput of jobs leaving from the computation subsystem and it is re-

turned by the function appTO, which solves the Equation 4.3, the related Octave

function is shown in Figure A.3.

Line 15: The vector of probabilities is normalized.

Lines 16 - 25: The state-dependent throughput of the application server when it has J

active jobs is obtained from Equation 4.7. This is composed by successful and unsuccessful

throughput. The former is the average number of jobs that complete successfully, t 1, as it

is computed in Equation 4.16. The successful throughput includes jobs leaving from the

computation subsystem and transactions committed at the database. This is given by:

thri = {3* tk + T * 'Y * min(J - k, n)/b2;

t1 = thl + Pi * thr1;

The unsuccessful throughput, to, includes database requests that have timed out and
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database transactions that have rolled back. This is given by:

thrO = max(J - n - k, 0) * e + T * (1 -')') * min(J - k, n)/b2;

thO = thO +Pi * thrO;

Line 26 - 30: The successful response time sw is given by:

sw = (we + (1- (3) * (wd/(I + e * wd) + b2))/(3

in which we is the average time at the computation subsystem per visit, computed using

Little's Law we = Leite, where Le is the average number of jobs at the subsystem; and

wd is the average waiting time at the database wd = qd/«l - (3) * te), where qd is the

queue length at the database.

function ttl = appt(i,bO,bl,alpha)

(2) r = (I-alpha)* bi/bO;
(3) if (r == 1)
(4) t = (alpha/bO)*i/(i+1);
(5) else
(6) t = (alpha/bO)*(1-rAi)/(1-rA(i+I));
(7) end

Figure A.3: Octave Code for appTO Function

The input parameters are are:

• i, number of jobs present in the computation subsystem;

• bD, average CPU time per visit per job;

• bI, average disk time per visit per job;

• alpha, probability for a job for having a database access;

The output parameter is the throughput of the computation subsystem

Line 1: Computes r, which is the ratio between the rate of departures and rate of arrival

at the processor queue, as denoted by Equation 4.28.

Line 2-7: Returns the state-dependent throughput of the computation subsystem when

there are k jobs in it, given by Equation 4.3.


